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Editorial

E

very single day engineers and scientists are working tirelessly on developing highly innovative high-precision
medtech products. By now, an immensely broad portfolio
of instruments is employed in the medical sector, and as a consequence medical care without technical devices is no longer
conceivable. In addition, there are also new materials and methods used, for instance in the fields of 3D-printing, Graph technology or Laser Plastic Welding to name just a view. Furthermore, the digital interconnectivity has become indispensable in
today’s information society. Cyber security in the healthcare
sector represents another massive task on top of that – after all,
the software of medical devices can literally mean the difference between life and death.

Medical Engineering
is in vogue

But in the end all these improvements and challenges are drive
forwad progress and create a huge variety of comprehensive opportunities for development. For these reasons, several of the
various technical possibilities and profitable facts are compiled
in this magazine. The current edition of the annually published
MED International, which is the English version of the German
magazine MED engineering highlights technical top performance in order to provide an overview of last year’s most important new developments. Of course, this overview can by no
means be encompassing or complete. Many excellent suppliers
from Austria, Germany and Switzerland are experts in delivering
high-performing, reliable components. Experts who deliver high
performing and reliable components. However, this edition puts
together all important developments in the range of medical engineering.

SENSORS
FOR MEDICAL
DEVICES
Sensors from Micro-Epsilon are used in
medical applications and offer maximum
precision and a long service life.
 Non-contact IR temperature sensors and
thermal imaging cameras
 Displacement sensors for control of
displacement, distance and position
 Optical sensors for scanning very fine
structures and diameters
 Customer-specific sensor designs,
also in large quantities
 Exemplary serial applications: X-ray devices,
operating tables, surgical robots, computed
tomography scanners etc.

I hope you will find this issue an interesting, informative and enjoyable read.

Carola Tesche, Editor in Chief
c.tesche@mg-oberfranken.de
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Changes in Production Processes through Laser Plastic
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components without additives
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Better together: CPU and GPU
GPGPU-based embedded computer modules provide more
powerful graphics units with
each new generation. Medical
imaging technologies can use
them not just to display but also
to process compute-intensive
raw data.
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3D Printing - Manufacturing
Even Whole Prosthetic Legs

Advisory Board:

The DeltaTower can create 3D
printings of objects 110 cm high
and 55 cm wide. Even long orthoses and prosthetics of homogenous design are now a possible in manufacturing.
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Getting a Second Grip on Life
The Austrian company Ottobock has developed a hand prothesis which allows people who lost a hand in a tragic accident to substitute it. The hand prothesis is equipped with
maxon brushless DC motors type EC10 and a version of the
type EC 45. The motors installed allow uniform traction for
thumb, index finger and middle finger.
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MED Devices OR-Technology
Bearings are optimally selected if they meet all requirements of
a particular application.

S

chaerer Medical AG was provided consulting services
concerning the right choice of bearing technology by
the Findling Waelzlager GmbH. The approved ABEGmethod of the company led to an optimized selection of angular contact ball-, spherical plain- and deep groove ball bearings, which are used in mobile operating tables.

Currently, the mobile operating table types schaerer® axis
200-300, schaerer® axis 400-800 and schaerer® arcus
501-701 are part of the product range of the Swiss company. Thus, it serves all price segments and application subjects – from general surgery, neuro surgery, anaesthesia, urology, gynaecology to orthopaedics and traumatology.

Since the formation of the company, an important part of the
brand and the corporate culture of Schaerer Medical has been permanent advancement of the products in close collaboration with leading surgeons and medical persons of integrity. In 1912, Schaerer set a milestone with the introduction
of the first mobile operating table.

The mobile operating tables are suitable for the use in the
ambulant sector. In order to guarantee the high quality level
of operating tables, even the installed components must be
particularly efficient. Thus, in the line schaerer® axis, angular contact ball bearings are used in track rollers, and spherical plain bearings in hydraulic cylinders. The approved

Figures Findling Wälzlager

Optimally Configured Bearing Technology Ensures
Flexible Operating Tables

MED Devices OR-Technology

operating tables are distinguished by a very large X-ray window of 1450 mm and
a dynamic load capacity of 220 kg. The low maintenance electro-hydraulics
works particularly reliable, while multiaxial smooth running track rollers provide
a maximum mobility: even with limited space, the table can easily be moved and
positioned.

Appropriate bearing technologies for each application
The installed bearing technology also accounts for this flexibility. “Double row
angular contact ball bearings are the right choice for the smooth running track
rollers of the operating tables,“ knows Volkan Yilmaz, application engineer at
Findling Waelzlager. “With its inner geometry, also called O arrangement, a very
rigid mounting, which is free of clearance, can be realized.“ The delivered ZZ-design with steel plate shields on both sides provides sufficient protection, while
an integrated plastic cage ensures a very low-noise running of the bearings.
In hydraulic cylinders radial spherical plain bearings are used, which are suitable for pivoting in general, and which can compensate misalignments. Findling
delivers them in a non-shielded maintenance-free design, which does not have
to be lubricated with any kind of grease or oil. The freedom from maintenance is
made possible with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) coating between the inner
and outer ring. The inner ring itself is hardened, grinded, polished and hardchrome plated.

Neatly designed, but not overdimensioned
Bearings have been designed according to the basic static load rating: forces
that affect the spherical plain and angular contact ball bearings result from the
maximum patient weight and from the construction. They amount to max. 10 kN
for the spherical plain bearings and to max. 2kN for the angular contact ball bearings. “For each application, the technologically possible mechanic load limit
is practically never reached,“ explains Volkan Yilmaz. “On the other hand, we
also avoided an unnecessary overdimensioning.“
The correct bearing design was facilitated by the ABEG-method, which has been
developed by Findling Waelzlager. Thus, a comprehensive and vendor-independent presentation of the worldwide supply of rolling and plain bearings is possible. Therefore, national and international producers of plain and rolling bearings
as well as their products and production processes are audited and categorized.
ABEG classifies into four different performance classes – from high-end bearings for especially superior requirements to products that are designed for costefficient applications with low loads.
Thus, the methodology offers you a comprehensible and transparent basis for decision-making, to choose and to configure technologically and economically optimized bearings. Potentials for process optimization and cost reduction are
identified and can be exploited. Thereby, just by avoiding technical overdimensioning , savings of up to 80 percent can
be reached.

CONTACT

Findling Wälzlager GmbH
D-76185 Karlsruhe
Phone +49 (0)721 55999 0
Fax +49(0)721 55999 140
www.findling.com
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Lifting columns for the
Field of Medical Technology
A

doctor through and through, with a soft spot for mechanical engineering and a real innovative spirit: the orthopaedic surgeon and medical technician Albert Schaeffer. And he has a vision: he wants every university clinic and
every hospital to have an operation simulator that medical students and doctors can use to learn about complex medical interventions and safely practise their surgical skills. „If this
dream became a reality, it would enable doctors to practise
their manual dexterity almost on the side, and to operate on
real patients much earlier and, above all, with better training,“
said Schaeffer, who has brought together a team of specialists
to develop exactly this type of operation simulator.
The idea of simulating surgical interventions on a computer is
nothing new. But its implementation in the form of a 3D simulator that can be adapted to the height and specialist field of
the particular “surgeon“, along with real-time visualisation,
definitely is. „The idea of a variable human-machine interface
was inspired by my children's X-Box. Every type of sport that
you can play with the console has its own matching interface,“
Albert Schaeffer explained. He transferred this idea to his
operation simulator. In this way, a single basic device with variable interfaces and software programs can be used for numerous specialist disciplines and interventions on virtual patients – whether male, female, adult or child. And this versati-

An operation simulator
suitable for a wide range of
medical disciplines trains
young doctors in the skills necessary for medical interventions and improves their manual dexterity. In order to create a
situation that resembles reality
as closely as possible, highquality, electrically adjustable
lifting columns are used, which
allow for ergonomical height
adjustment, just like in an operating theatre.
MEDengineering INTERNATIONAL 2016

lity has another functional value: the device pays itself off
more quickly than comparable simulators that can only be
used for one specialist discipline.

Ergonomic height adjustment
The basis of the simulator is a height-adjustable, electrically
powered lifting column, with holding brackets for the monitor
and the different human-machine interfaces. When searching
for suitable suppliers for hardware for his operation simulator,
Schaeffer initially suffered a few disappointments before finally coming across RK Rose+Krieger, who could provide not
only the necessary technology, but also the willingness to respond to his requests in a flexible manner.
The Minden-based one-stop supplier of linear, profile assembly, connecting and module technology selected an electrically
adjustable RK Powerlift M lifting column for the height adjustment. When designing the support frame for the monitor and
interface, Schaeffer opted for two 40x40 BLOCAN® aluminum profiles and one 40x160 profile with smooth outer surface. The lifting column and support frame allow for ergonomic adaptation to the specific user of the device and to the surgical situation. Ultimately, some operations, such as surgical
procedures on the abdominal area, are performed from a standing position, whereas others (oral surgery, for example) are
performed sitting down. Its height-adjustable design is a significant distinguishing factor for the new simulator when compared to other devices already available on the market.

Specially developed for the
medical technology field
The electrically adjustable lifting column selected by Schaeffer is part of a product range with a total of three basic models
with three different design versions to choose from („Classic“,
„Wave“ and „Technic“): the RK Powerlift Z for high torques
and lifting speeds, the RK Powerlift S for medium torques and
lifting speeds, and the particularly quiet RK Powerlift M,
adapted specifically for use in medical applications. It is specifically this lifting column model that was first developed by
RK Rose+Krieger for Akrus Medizintechnik GmbH, a manufacturer of mammography and biopsy chairs. „Back then, we
were looking for a torsionally stiff stroke element with good
mechanical and linear guide properties. We had a powerful,
telescopic lifting column with a rectangular cross-section in
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x 150 mm and can be subjected to tensile and pressure forces in equal measure. As such, it is also suitable for overhead assembly on room ceilings. Its full
load is 150 kg. In line with this, static support torques of up to 400 Nm are permitted and offer reserves
for applications in which the column is to be used on
its own. Special guides with an increased supporting
surface enable such high torques. This, in turn,
means that costly roller bearings are not necessary.

The Akrus patient chair for the transport and accommodation of patients for
mammography examinations and stereotactic interventions is based on a RK
Powerlift M

mind, with great importance being attached to an attractive
design and also, in particular, quiet running,“ explained Kersten Indorf, Technical Manager at Akrus, who additionally specified a lifting force for the column of 1,500 to 2,000 N and
high torsional rigidity. They are currently fitting the RK Powerlift M in Wave design into their products.

Customer-specific adaptation
In both of these two cases, the drive of the lifting column comprises a compact integrated motor spindle unit, which achieves adjustment forces of 1,500 N at a lifting speed of 13
mm/s. The RK Powerlift M has a rectangular base area of 190

The RK Powerlift M is currently available in the standard strokes of 300, 400 and 500 mm as well as for
line voltages of 230, 115 and 24 V. In future, the lifting columns will also include a switching power supply with a wide-range input. Customised stroke
lengths are possible. Thus, in addition to the RK Powerlift M lifting columns with a standard stroke of 300
mm, Akrus also installs strokes of 160 and 200 mm.

Several RK Powerlift M lifting columns can also be synchronised. For medical technical applications, RK offers the RK
Powerlift M with an internal Start/Stop control as well as external activation via MultiControl, which will also be used by
Schaeffer in order to create realistic simulations of robot-controlled operations, for example. These versions have been tested for the 3rd edition of IEC 60601-1, valid since 2012.

Versatile range of profiles
The aluminium profile for the operation simulator's interface
support frame was chosen as it offers an attractive design with
maximum flexibility and helps to demonstrate the product's
value to customers. The BLOCAN® profile system comprises
more than 110 different profile sizes and sections as well as
extensive accessories.

Figures RK Rose+Krieger

Amongst these are construction profiles with fixing slots on all
sides from the modular system, as well as functional profiles
with a smooth outer surface on one, multiple or all sides. The
latter are especially suitable for applications which are highly
demanding in terms of design, hygiene and cleanability. In addition to the standard and heavy duty profiles, 20 mm small
profiles are also available to give smaller superstructures a filigree appearance. With a slot width of only 6 mm, the profiles
in the small 20 series are perfectly suited for use in constructions with lower loads.

CONTACT
RK Rose+Krieger GmbH
D-32423 Minden
Phone +49 (0)571 93350
Fax +49 (0)571 9335 93305
www.rk-rose-krieger.de

It is also possible to simulate operations requiring fine motor skills,
which are performed sitting down, thanks to the electrical height adjustment and the corresponding force-feedback interface

www.med-eng.de
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Losing a hand in a tragic event turns everyday tasks into a constant
battle. The high-tech Michelangelo Hand prosthesis gives back
quality of life to people who have lost a hand.

Getting a second grip
on life
This makes life very hard for people who have lost a hand due
to an injury or an accident. Patrick Mayrhofer personally understands such struggles. In a job related accident, he injured
his hands so badly that he had to choose amputation of his left
arm shortly afterwards. Yet, the young man did not let this fate

knock him down. “I'm very focused on my goals, and when I
put my mind on something, I usually succeed at it.“ He does
not want any special treatment and he does not need it either.
With his new prosthetic hand, he masters practically all dayto-day situations without difficulties.

The impossible becomes possible
His prosthesis, called the Michelangelo Hand, was developed
by Ottobock in Vienna. It can perform seven different gripping
movements, which the user can trigger by contracting the
muscles in his stump. Tasks that were previously impossible
suddenly become possible: Balancing a plate on one's palm,
taking an egg from a box, holding a menu, or even peeling a
banana. In the words of Martin Wehrle, another Michelangelo
user: “With many movements, I simply grab the object without
thinking much about it.“
To replicate the human hand as closely as possible, the engineers at Ottobock needed to experiment for many years and had
to miniaturise all the electronic and mechanical components in
the prosthesis. As a result, it weighs only 520 g and is comfortable to wear. The prosthesis does not only look natural, but it
also feels natural - for example when shaking hands. This is due
in part to the artificial wrist with its dampened movements.

MEDengineering INTERNATIONAL 2016
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Figure 1+2 © 2014 maxon motor ag

T

he human hand is a masterpiece of nature and has helped us to become what we are today. We use our hands
to assemble the tiniest clockworks, to throw balls, or to
communicate when language barriers cause difficulties.

Your Power for Health

Figure © 2014 maxon motor ag

MED Devices DC Motors

A maxon EC 10 motor is used in the Michelangelo prosthesis. The brushless DC drive provides a
power of 8 W.

The mechanical systems enabling the gripping functions are driven by a brushless
maxon motor, type EC 10, and an adapted version of the EC 45. The first motor drives
the thumb, the second is in charge of the main drive for the index and middle fingers.
The ring finger and little finger move passively. The EC motor for the thumb has an ironless winding and is also equipped with a worm shaft customised by maxon motor.

OEM

CONTACT

In d iv id ua l

maxon motor GmbH
Truderinger Str. 210
D-81825 München
Phone +49(0)89 420 493 0
www.maxonmotor.de
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FDA APPROVAL FOR ENFOCUS OCT
Upgrade solution for new and existing ophthalmic
surgical microscopes
Leica Microsystems’ optical coherence tomography (OCT) division Bioptigen received 510(k) clearance
from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to market its EnFocus intrasurgical OCT system. EnFocus is an upgrade solution for new and existing ophthalmic surgical microscopes, extending their capability. EnFocus allows visualization of ocular tissue microstructure during ophthalmic surgery in high-resolution, thereby providing both anterior and posterior surgeons with subsurface insight while operating.
“The EnFocus intrasurgical OCT system provides excellent optical imaging performance for the surgeon
employing a modular design which enables sharing between multiple microscopes in an operating theater,“
said Markus Lusser, President of Leica Microsystems. “It cleverly adds an important capability to ophthalmic
microscope platforms. The device is an innovative advancement in ophthalmic imaging that Leica customers called upon us to deliver, similar to the newly introduced Proveo ophthalmic microscope platform.“

Injection-moulding for diagnostics,
pharmaceutical industry and medical
sector
Single-use plastic labware, plates
and sample collection systems
Polymer coating technology &
surface treatments
Worldwide manufacturing &
warehousing
Quality certiﬁcation according to
DIN EN ISO 9001 and EN ISO 13485

The EnFocus imaging systems, while mounted to surgical microscopes, are intended for use with patient
populations from pediatric to adults. The systems acquire, process, and display depth-resolved images
of ocular tissue using Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography (SD-OCT), and are compatible with
common retina fundus viewing systems.
www.leica-microsystems.com

www.med-eng.de
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MED Devices Carrier Systems
Technical functionality, performance, compatibility, the positioning
and mobility of specific components are important to ensure that the
various devices can provide medics with optimum support.

Suspension and Swivel
Arms Used in Medical
Technology
E

It is only just over three decades ago that patients were initially
examined in the traditional X-ray room, then operated on in the
operating theatre, and finally taken back to the X-ray plant to
check the result of the surgical procedure. It is therefore more
than a quantum leap that surgeons and cardiologists working
in hybrid operating theatres can now use the latest diagnostic
and display technology to access visual information about the
surgical area at any time in real-time.
By using multi-functional endoscopic devices, an extensive
amount of visual information is available to the entire operating team. While in the past, the emphasis in surgery was above all placed on manual skills in addition to medical expertise,
medical specialists and their teams must now also be able to
operate and master the highly specialised technology. This not
only includes the diagnostic appliances directly in the operating theatre that have been robot-operated for a long time and
can be moved into any required position with great precision in
a matter of seconds without the patient having to be moved.
Image displaying and image processing techniques provide a
3D view of the treatment area and, for example, enable small
vessel sections or other tissue segments to be magnified ac-

MEDengineering INTERNATIONAL 2016

Figures Haseke

ven high-tech devices must be easy to handle. Nowadays, modern and efficient suspension and swivel arms
considerably contribute toward indispensable ergonomics especially in the medical field. These systems enable
precise and effortless as well as efficient operation, and are
therefore ever increasingly used in operating theatres and laboratories, at nursing stations, and in other treatment and diagnostic rooms. HASEKE GmbH & Co. KG from Porta Westfalica in Germany has developed a wide range of perfectly tailored systems in this sector for many years, thus ensuring that
the company has a considerable technological edge that is
emphasized time and again by continuous further development.

HMA Lift 220

cordingly, thus leading to more accurate assessments and more precise measures. To achieve this, it is necessary for operators to be able to quickly navigate, rotate, and adjust the image
displaying devices with millimetre precision, while also being
able to reposition the device with exceptional repetitive accuracy.
The further development of such technology combinations
significantly improves quality for various medical fields. However, to be able to use the computer-assisted navigation that,
amongst other things, is designed to help doctors make fast
and safe decisions as well as manage accurate and precise
operations, doctors must be able to check and maintain an
overview of the patient and various control information and
images without turning away from the patient. The multitude
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of available devices must in no
way obstruct the movement of
the medical team, but must instead be able to be manoeuvred
into the relevant optimum position with the least amount of effort.
The degree of efficiency of the
mighty technological achievements, essentially depends to
what extent the handling of the
various components has been tailored to the requirements of the
medical personnel. Ergonomics
is a critical success factor that
should not be underestimated,
especially when it comes to sensitive and survival critical factors
in modern medicine. An important aspect of the ergonomic
assessment is to ensure that work for specialists, who are always standing at the operating table for many hours, is effortless. Operators must not be forced through the devices to
adopt an unhealthy posture;, instead the positions of the devices should adjust dynamically to the requirements of the medical team. A major prerequisite for the best possible use of
the installed diagnostic or therapeutic components is thus the
optimum, comfortable, and user-oriented handling which generates corresponding challenges for the device developers
and system manufacturers.
With its continuously height-adjustable suspension and swivel arms, HASEKE offers a perfect range of products to ensure
the best possible arrangement of medical devices. The extensive portfolio not only covers all of the load ranges in the low
(1–30 kg), mid (20–60 kg), and heavy duty range (50–150
kg), but also covers operating distances that would even exceed large hybrid operating theatres thanks to the use of ceiling-suspended carriage systems and system extensions.
The scope of the on-screen information required in operating
theatres, as well as the size of the monitors that are used has
increased significantly over the last few years. Various display
methods often require the simultaneous assessment of several views right through to optional communication screens in
the event that experts from other medical institutions and faculties need to be consulted. The requirement to move eight or
more large overviews within the field of vision does not provide
a long-term solution and the arrangement of the screens is
thus by no means a trivial task.
All of the large screens und necessary monitor straps easily
weigh three-digit kilogram values. In addition to the monitors,
special lighting systems, lighting elements, and other application-specific equipment must be arranged in the room meaning that an ever increasing amount of attention needs to be
placed on the best possible arrangement of all the elements.
The considerable ergonomic gain provided by suspension and

www.med-eng.de

swivel arms for medical applications is primarily down to the
fact that the technology being used can always be moved into
the best possible position. This enables doctors to maintain an
overview of all the views and control parameters on the different monitors during a single procedure, and ensures they can
interpret them, and act more accurately.The fact remains that
the use of technology in medical applications is most beneficial when its handling has been tailored to the needs of the
specialists using it. Manufacturers and suitable products are
required for the dynamic positioning and user-friendly arrangement of all the units and devices. As a suspension arm specialist, HASEKE was one of the first providers to focus on this
highly interesting field of work and has systematically developed medical technology products by implementing its ever
increasing specialist knowledge.
Various accessories including extension arms through to ceiling rails with trolleys and cable management systems, and rotating plugs through to monitor supports ensure that a wide
range of applications can be used while compatibility with all
standard systems can be expected. It is not just in operating
theatres and within healthcare settings that the multi-functional suspension systems prove their worth every day. They are also used in laboratories where microscopes and other devices
weighing up to 60 kg can simply be suspended at the various
workstations and can then quickly and smoothly be moved in
and out of the work area. The company primarily supplies its
products to large medical technology manufacturers and has
managed to achieve a technological advantage of several years
by already supplying a large range of smooth-running and precise suspension systems such as the HMA Lift 1000, HMA Lift
501 and 551, HMA
Lift 220, HMA Lift
CONTACT
230 and HMA Lift
HASEKE GmbH & Co. KG
20 that mostly proviD-32457 Porta Westfalica
de unique solutions
Phone +49(0) 5731 7607 0
within the medical
Fax +49(0) 5731 7607 50
www.haseke.de
technology
sector.
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The issue of hygiene management in hospitals is becoming increasingly important. The operating theaters, with their many devices and
systems are particularly high-risk areas when it comes to infections.

Sophisticated Design
T

he manufacturers of medical equipment are being called
upon to make sure that their devices not only perform properly, but also maintain standards of hygiene while in use.
There are, in fact, many background components that contribute
a lot to hygiene. Many of them facilitate and improve surgical procedures. Modern carrier arms and mounts to connect monitors
actually play a particularly important role. Besides the ergonomic
advantages, carrier arm systems help a great deal in keeping
germs out of the operating theater. Integrated cable management, for instance, prevents germs from pooling around the plugs
and cables of the power supply. The well-known problem of sterilizing tangled cables is no longer an issue. If the mounts have a
smooth surface they are easier to clean and staff will be able to
reestablish hygienic standards quickly following an operation.
When it comes to hygiene, ergonomics and safety, the carrier
arms of the Munich manufacturer CIM med® meet the highest
market standards. Whether in the operating theater, the patient's
room or the intensive care unit, their integrated cable management ensures an optimal treatment area, efficient processes and
a hygienic environment. Mounts by CIM med® are found in a wide

Carrier arms offer ergonomic advantages

range of well-known institutions, including the Klinikum Rechts
der Isar in Munich, the hospital at Duke University, USA, the Royal London Hospital and the Kitasato University Clinic in Tokyo.

LENSAR Relies on Solutions “Made in Germany“

The carrier arms meet the highest market standards
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The conditions around the extremely sensitive operating field of
the eye must be perfect, in order to avoid anything that would interfere with the surgeon's work during the procedure. It is extremely important that the surgeons have an unobstructed view of
the monitors. Cables should not be in the way. That would be a
problem for the operating team, and, in addition, it is the kind of
place where bacteria settle.
The CIM med® systems
meet
the
CONTACT
necessary
CIM med GmbH
requirements. They
D-80939 München
feature
integrated
Phone +49(0)89 97894080
cable management
Fax +49(0)89 23002634
www.cim-med.com
and easy-to-sterilize
surfaces.
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Bilder CIM med

LENSAR, the American manufacturer of eye lasers, equipped its
Laser System with StreamlineTM, with a carrier system made by
the Munich-based company. In order to make the laser system
even more efficient, LENSAR and CIM med® designed and developed the appropriate components together.

MED News

COMPLETELY STAINLESS STEEL
Torque Limiter ECR
For limiting torques in indirect drives of bottling plants and
cleaning plants, packaging machines, etc. ENEMAC supplies
a special stainless steel version. The ECR complies with the
special demands on the hygiene in food-processing, pharma
and medicine industry. The type ECR is being developed out
of approved type series and is composed “through and
through of stainless steel“. There are no coated parts involved
in this coupling, it’s all pure stainless steel.
The used spring disc with decreasing force progression with
relatively big pass was specially designed for this type of
torque limiter. It ensures on-the-spot disengagement on the
adjusted torque and enables big torque ranges without changing disc springs. Because of that there is just little remaining
force on the disc spring when the coupling disengages, this
leads to an importantly less wear behaviour, which leads to a
longer life-time.The well-engineered ball-locking principal
safely disconnects the engine from the machine within a few
angular degrees.
Through scanning the pass of the switch wafer with an inductive proximity switch it“s possible to have an automatic emer-

gency stop. The balls
are permanently lubricated with foodfriendly grease. A labyrinth-seal guards
against dirt-particles,
but lets penetrating
fluids pass. They“ve
got a fix point switching, which means
one engagement/disengagement per
360°.

The disengagement torque is adjustable
steplessly

Altogether the construction of the ECR manages with using
very few moving parts - this guarantees a high functional safety. Combined with crown gear or chain wheel it’s a compact
device that must simply be positioned on the shaft of the machine. Special versions are available on request. ECR’s torque
range is between 15 and 350 Nm.
www.enemac.de

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

MANIFOLD MOUNTABLE ULTRA-LOW DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE SENSORS
First Sensor presents a new miniature manifold mountable version of its ultra-low differential pressure sensors with measuring ranges from 25 to 500 Pa (0.1 to 2 inH2O) Full Scale. The
low profile sensors of the LME series feature a total height of
only 9 mm including pressure ports and allow for flexible direct
manifold assemblies. Further, the devices are highly versatile
to fit to custom adaptors for application-specific mounting requirements e.g. in the HVAC industry.
The micro-flow-based LME differential pressure sensors use an
innovative First Sensor MEMS technology which integrates the
flow channel including the sensing elements within the silicon

International Exhibition and Conference
for Power Electronics, Intelligent Motion,
Renewable Energy and Energy Management
Nuremberg, 10  –  12 May 2016

sensor chip. Due to this extreme miniaturization, the flow
through the LME sensor is decreased by several orders of magnitude compared to other flow-based pressure sensors. As a result, the LME ensures superior immunity to dust contamination
and condensation. Additionally, there is no need to recalibrate
or correct the sensor output signal when using long connecting
tubes and input filters. The LME differential pressure sensors
achieve a very high sensitivity and accuracy, as well as excellent
offset long term stability better than 0.1 Pa/year. The surfacemount devices offer a digital SPI bus interface and an analog
output at the same time.
www.first-sensor.com

Connecting Global Power

More information at +49 711 61946-0
pcim@mesago.com or pcim-europe.com
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Figures steute Schaltgeräte
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A selection from the steute Meditec range of control systems for medical equipment. Main customers include the manufacturers of devices for
diagnostics and imaging.

The current focus is on customised control units which increasingly communicate with their devices wirelessly rather than
cable.

Currently in Focus: Wireless Technology and Customised User Interfaces
W

hat requirements do developers, manufacturers and
users of imaging systems have regarding the manmachine interface, in other words the unit controlling the device? First of all – and this is true of all medical
equipment – a high level of hygiene is paramount. Control systems therefore ideally need to be very easy to clean, and be designed in such a way as to prevent the formation of dirt traps.
Equally as important as hygiene is ergonomic comfort: the
physician must be in a position to operate the device in question comfortably and without fatigue in order to dedicate

him/herself completely to the task at hand – namely the diagnosis or treatment of patients. In this context of patient safety, intuitive operability of devices is also a crucial criterion.

MEDengineering INTERNATIONAL 2016
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Classic: two-pedal foot control for endoscopes
steute Meditec has been developing user interfaces for medical equipment in line with these principles for more than two
decades. One focus of development work is imaging techniques. Depending on the technology used and the functionality

www.med-eng.de
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desired, the control units are
more or less
complex,
and since
the operator usually
guides the devices
by
hand,
the controls are
MFS Joypad
with 4 push buttons
usually for the foot. A classic control system for medical imaging is the
two-pedal foot control which steute manufactures in large
numbers and sells to manufacturers of endoscopes, amongst
others. For devices which combine imaging and surgery, or in
conjunction with the removal of tissue samples, the two pedals
might issue the commands „cut“ and „coagulate“, for example. The middle button can, amongst other things, be used for
the function „swap“, i.e. to swap to a preselection of functions
from the menu. Also available are variants with a metal stirrup
allowing easier positioning with the foot.

Wireless instead of cables
Communication between the control unit and the device traditionally occurs through cables. Increasingly, however, wireless
communication is becoming the norm. For this task steute has
developed the wireless standard SW 2.4-MED. It corresponds

to the relevant demands of medical equipment and provides
significant advantages as far as the abovementioned aspects
are concerned. Doing away with cables namely eliminates an
issue in the OR which is hygienically critical. At the same
time, it improves ergonomic comfort because foot controls
can be positioned in a better way – and there is no risk of surgery staff tripping over the cables. In addition, communication with the devices becomes more flexible. This function will
feature more intensively in the future.

Classic or Custom?
The company recently restructured its entire product range
and divided it into the two product lines „Classic“ and „Custom“. Device manufacturers now have the choice between
hand and foot controls in the „Classic“ product line, which are
configured from a modular system of tried-and-tested components, and the user interfaces in the „Custom“ range, for individual applications or manufacturers.
The „Classic“ product line is based on the broad range of standard components. Housings, actuators and switching inserts
can be configured to produce application-oriented solutions.
The use of tried-and-tested modules reduces initial costs,
shortens the „time-to-market“ factor and reduces the effort
necessary to create documentation in accordance with the
guidelines for medical products.
Company Profile

Colder Products Company

Colder Products
Company GmbH
Germany
Ostring 19
63762 Grossostheim
Phone +49-6026-9973-0
Fax +49-6026-9973-173

Colder Products
Company Limited
China
Flat B, 29/F, West Gate Tower
7 Wing Hong Street,
Cheung Sha Wan
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Phone +852-2987-5272
Fax +852-2987-2509
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CPC quick disconnect couplings and fittings
for fluid handling allow flexible tubing to be
quickly and safely connected and disconnected. Applications include reusable and
disposable connection devices for use with
surgical and dialysis equipment, blood
pressure monitoring, patient therapy devices
and in vitro diagnostics equipment.
CPC’s 10,000+ standard and custom-engineered solutions improve the overall function
and design of equipment and processes.
Unique advanced coupling technologies help
OEM manufacturers develop products with
increased patient safety and reduced manufacturer liability. CPC connector technologies
for life sciences applications include:
Hybrid connectors – allow media, air and
electronics to be connected with one simple
motion.
IdentiQuik® Series couplings – integrate radio
frequency identification (RFID) to prevent
usage errors
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NS1 Series quick disconnects – provide a
truly closed system and a cleaner, safer
connection for tubing diameters 3.2 mm (1/8
inch) and smaller.
IVD fluid handling solutions – improve the
safety and ease of handling reagents and buffer solutions in laboratory settings with
products and design services.
CPC, a Dover company, has direct sales and
distributor representation in North America,
Europe, Latin America, Australia and Asia.
Visit cpcworldwide.com or email
info@cpcworldwide.com.
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SECURE CONNECTIONS
FOR OPTIMAL TREATMENT
Tailor-made, application-specific connectors
ODU develops efficient solutions for technically challenging requirements.
This also applies to the medical industry, which places special demands on
performance, robustness and reliability. And this is where the use of the
ODU-MAC is highly effective.

For the operation of endoscopes: wireless two-pedal foot control.

For the handling of surgical microscopes, a foot control has
been developed, which, in addition to the central functions
zoom and focus, also has a joystick for fine positioning of the
microscope, as well as six further integrated control elements.
Overall, the operator can control fourteen device functions
with this one user interface. A central foot bar creates an ergonomic resting position for users between functions.

Operation of Endoscopic Assist Devices
Some completely new device categories have recently emerged,
including in the field of diagnostics. For example, endoscopic
cameras are no longer exclusively held and positioned by OR or
surgery staff. Endoscopes now exist where an assist device assumes this task with several degrees of freedom – highly precisely
and without tiring.
For the operation of this system, steute Meditec has developed a
“Custom“ actuator in collaboration with the manufacturer. Wireless technology, with its flexible assignment of functions, in
combination with the menu structure of user interfaces of modern diagnostic devices, creates the prerequisites for a next step
which has not yet been fully realised, but which is certain to become reality in the near future. It is conceivable and also technically viable that several devices will be able to be controlled by
one and the same actuator.

CONTACT
steute Schaltgeräte
GmbH & Co. KG
D-32584 Löhne
Phone +49(0)5731 745-0
www.steute.de
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Shock wave therapy has found steadily increasing use as a modern, non-invasive treatment for over twenty years now. It has proven its effectiveness
in practice for a wide variety of clinical pictures. Its versatile applications
range from treating bone fractures which refuse to heal to painful calcifications of the shoulder. The principle: the high-energy shock waves create
sound pressure waves in the body, where they activate valuable regeneration and healing mechanisms. Thus, the dermagold100 initiates the wound
healing process and promotes VEGF production (vessel endothelial growth
factor). MTS works with effective MTS Spark WaveTM technology. It distinguishes itself by its high positive pressure component and low negative
pressure component thanks to the wave’s short rise time. The tailor-made,
modular ODU-MAC rectangular connector ensures a secure connection and
reliable transmission. It connects the device to the applicator, which sends
out the focused sound waves.

Specific Solution for a Perfect Connection
The connector specialist took over the development and the complex task of
assembly for MTS. This required a great number of device components as
well as ODU’s implementation skills and technical competence. “MTS was
looking for a complete solution. Above all, the modular rectangular connector had to be suited to a high number of mating cycles,“ is how ODU Senior
Application Manager Stefan Putz explains the initial contact. “The ODUMAC guarantees up to 100,000 mating cycles, even if the installation space
is very small. Customer reports have even listed much higher figures. MTS
was convinced by the flexible modular construction and our innovation power.“ ODU provided the matching solution for the device – in close cooperation and tested premium quality.
For the mobile treatment device the connector technology specialists designed a special housing without a spindle head or brackets. The locking mechanism consists of an interior locking spindle. It is operated by an integrated drive unit. The unit automatically plugs the pin into the socket and
locks it in place during the plug-in process. Unplugging too, is accomplished securely and smoothly at the push of a button. The matching ODUMAC sleeve housing for the locking spindle is also tailor-made. Like the
specially designed cable clamp, the used color matches the housing color
of the end design. With the ODU-MAC connector itself, a customized highvoltage module ensures perfect connection quality and simultaneously provides the clearance and creepage distance – as required by MTS. In addition
to the special requirements for the plug connection, ODU handled the complex task of cable assembly. The challenge is the integration of individual
cables such as HV lines, signal lines and fluid hoses, in one corrugated tube
for achieving a perfect fit in the process.
www.odu.de
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MED Devices Power Supplies

Boost performance
and add functionality to
portable medical devices
S

pace, weight, reliability, security, and power consumption are the key elements for designing modern portable medical devices. A typical portable medical device
today usually requires several macro blocks: battery management to handle the power source, either a primary or rechargeable battery; an analog front-end (AFE) to condition and convert the signal coming from the sensor into a digital word; and
a microcontroller to perform mathematical calculations on the
acquired signal, display that information on an integrated
LCD, or transmit the data to a wired/wireless device. Different
discrete devices are used to provide all these functions.
Efficient power management is critical for these portable devices. In this article we will present a single low-power system
on chip (SoC) suitable for both a portable medical device
using a primary battery (coin cell or alkaline) as a power source
and a medical device powered from a rechargeable battery. We
will also discuss a second design in which a power-management IC (PMIC) can be added to support additional device
functions.

Complexity and Space for a Discrete Solution
Our discussion begins with a brief examination of a typical
functional block diagram for a discrete power solution (Figure
1). The battery-management block consists of the battery isolator, battery charger, fuel gauge, backlight supply, and linear/switching regulator. The AFE usually requires an ADC,
DAC, op amps, comparators, analog switches, and voltage reference. This use of so many discrete devices can potentially
impact system reliability, while they definitely increase cost
and add board space. Now there is a new dual-chip integrated
solution comprised of a microcontroller SoC and a PMIC that
boosts overall device performance.
The MAX32600 microcontroller SoC, based on a Cortex® M3
core, differentiates from competing power solutions through
by its high-performance analog front-end (the AFE) and
through its integrated, advanced security for trust protection.
A wired and wireless communication interface gives the user
multiple choices to connect the medical device to another portable host like a PDA or smartphone.

The AFE Manages the Analog Functions

A significant percentage of the
worldwide adult population
needs to monitor personal vital
signs (i.e., blood glucose level,
blood pressure, oxygen saturation level) regularly. Not surprisingly, we are seeing more and
more requests for portable medical devices that perform these tasks and even integrate more functions. This trend will not
stop.
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The AFE consists of a SAR ADC at its core. The ADC’s high
500ksps sampling rate and the 16-bit resolution let the microcontroller increase resolution using oversampling and
averaging, if the bandwidth of the input signal is limited. Oversampling and averaging, in fact, increase the SNR, thereby
gaining additional bits of resolution. For each additional bit of
resolution, the signal must be oversampled by a factor of four.
This ADC can be configured to collect bursts of data at a regular interval; provide direct memory access (DMA) for the data
to SRAM; and then wake up the processor. The ADC’s interface
provides a programmable burst sample rate (TS is independent of the TS_avg ) and a programmable burst length for averaging (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128).
The input signal is selected through a configurable, singleended/differential multiplexer. In front of the ADC is a diffe-
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rential amplifier with a programmable gain of 1, 2, and 4. A
reference voltage programmable at 1.0V, 1.5V, 2.0V, and 2.5V
maximizes the dynamic range. Four uncommitted op amps
with comparator mode and four SPST switches can be used for
additional signal conditioning.
Two 12-bit DACs, two 8-bit DACs, an additional voltage reference (also programmable, as the previous one), a temperature sensor that can use an internal or external PN junction, and
programmable current sinks for driving LEDs complete the
analog design. An interpolation filter (1:2, 1:4, and 1:8) is
available on the 12-bit DACs and 8-bit DACs to improve dynamic performance and reduce bus bandwidth. It is possible to
synchronize the start of the DAC pattern with ADC sampling.
This enables easy impedance measuring using digital waveform synthesis and synchronizes circuits for coherent waveform generation and ADC data collection.

Trust Protection Unit Provides Security
Embedded security is essential to protect the integrity of the
data generated by the medical device. This SoC firmware is protected, because the flash and SRAM can be encrypted using a
key stored in an internal battery-backed memory. Device authentication is provided through embedded crypto blocks and
is suitable for both symmetric and asymmetric schemes.

Low Power Is Essential
Several integrated mechanisms save power. The SoC operates
with a voltage down to 2.2V, a major benefit for a portable medical device powered from a primary battery. The embedded
core has a 175µA/MHz operating current at 24MHz, a 1.8µA
low-power mode with a real-time clock (RTC) enabled, and
multiple power-management modes to save power. The option
to shutdown inactive peripherals saves even more power.
A 6-channel DMA controller enables peripheral operation while the microcontroller is in sleep mode. In this way the ADC
can be programmed to scan input channels, collect data, and
wake up the core only when processing is needed.
Embedded peripherals provide all the functions needed to implement a portable medical device. A USB 2.0 Full-Speed
controller with physical interface (PHY) allows direct connection to the USB cable. This design reduces board space and
overall system cost. An integrated voltage regulator enables
smart switching between the main supply and VBUS when
connected to a USB host. This feature is especially beneficial
in systems where the VDD power supply is a battery. Up to
three SPI master UARTs enable synchronous communication
with multiple peripheral slave devices. Data transfer is possible
up to 24MHz. DMA is supported for both the transmit and receive buffer. The two I2C bus master/slave interfaces permit com-
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Block diagram of a basic power solution with multiple discrete components for a portable medical device.

An integrated fuel gauge, based on ModelGauge™ technology, uses only voltage information to provide a state of charge
(SOC) for the battery. Using a very detailed, nonlinear model of
the battery, it accurately monitors the charge and battery behavior. The battery model, provided by Maxim following a characterization in its factory, has to be loaded in the device’s internal volatile memory for proper operation. Fuel gauge active
current is 23µA. This fuel gauge automatically goes into a 4µA
hibernate mode when the charge/discharge rate is low. This
background mode does not compromise fuel-gauge accuracy.
Alerts can be used to reduce the system power by allowing the
system to completely shut down, even shut down some oscillators, and to reach this 4µA background mode. The fuel gauge uses an alert to wake everything up. A switch-mode battery
charger minimizes power dissipation. During the charging,
this function prevents PCB hot spots that can compromise accuracy when small signals, sensitive to temperature variation, ha-
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ve to be measured. The charger also monitors battery temperature
through a battery thermistor. Temperature information can be
used to implement a JEITA recommendation where, for safety,
the termination voltage and fast charge current are modified according to the battery’s temperature. Voltage provided to the sys-

All Figures Maxime Integrated

munication with a wide variety of other I2C–enabled peripherals. Both the master and slave protocols are supported. Two
universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter
(USART) ports support either full-duplex asynchronous or
half-duplex synchronous communications. Used with the
MAX32600 microcontroller SoC, it will maximize power, save
valuable design space, and add additional features. We have
already examined the MAX32600 SoC, so now we will investigate the MAX14663’s features for battery management and
USB connectivity. The MAX14663 integrates a switch to turn
the battery off and keep it disconnected until the medical device is turned on for the first time by the end user. For example,
at the end of production phase an I2C command or a proper
connection of the SEAL pin can be used to disconnect the battery, thereby preserving the charge during the shelf life of the
device.

This integrated microcontroller SoC is optimized for portable medical
devices. It features an AFE and high security in a Trust Protection Unit.
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Built-in ESD reverse and overvoltage protection.

tem comes from USB when VB is within an acceptable range, and
from the battery when VB is not present. This operation occurs automatically. An inductor-based boost converter can generate the
high voltage needed for an OLED display or a white-LED string
used for LCD backlight. The output voltage is adjustable via I2C
from 6V to 17V in 1V steps. A true-shutdown switch disconnects
the load completely to minimize current consumption. Three independent, linear current regulators can be connected directly to
the voltage generated from the boost converter. Now the current
can be regulated up to 32.5mA in 25 steps. A PWM signal can be
used for dimming. These new integrated circuits maximize power
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Biomedical Implants
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and Stimulation

Body Area
Network

Multi Axis
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Artificial
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Imaging

utilization, increase flexibility, and facilitate scalable solutions
without major architectural changes. For example, you can now
add an optional wireless peripheral for connection to a smartphone. Once you do
that, you can harness
CONTACT
the almost-daily adMaxim Integrated Products GmbH
vances of smartphoD-80687 München
nes for even more
Phone +49(0)89 857 990
portable medical apFax +49(0)89 857 992 92
www.maximintegrated.com
plications.
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Dicing & Wafer Back End Services, SMT, Box Build
COMMERCIAL
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MED Devices Human Interfaces
Human interfaces in medical equipment have to conform to high
standards. That is why the use of graphical touch-screens for control and visualization plays an increasingly important role.

Precise and resistant
T

Nowadays touch-screens often replace switches and knobs in
medical equipment, serving as a human interface between the
operator and the complex electronic equipment and offering
fast, precise and understandable input of data. At the same
time, the monitors (which meantime can have an Ultra-HD resolution of 3840 x 2160) have to comply with high safety
standards. In the medical field, the preferred touch-technology is Projected Capacitive Touch (PCT). This allows secure and
precise operation by finger, with or without gloves. It is unaffected by dirt or moisture on the screen. Extensions to the
technology allow more than one touch-position (Multitouch).
“Currently, Multitouch is not often used, but its use will certainly increase in the future,“ says Houghton.
Touch-screens can be supplied in high-quality stainless-steel
enclosures conforming to IP66 and higher (including cables
and connectors). Such systems can be subjected to intensive
cleaning without problem. The enclosures offer few places

Figure TecSys

here are many factors which speak in favour of the use of
integrated touch-screens in medical instruments and
equipment. This is why TecSys established itself as a specialised supplier of electronics and customised monitors and
panel-PCs. „We have been on the market since the 1980s as independent suppliers, offering touch-screens in the medical and
other markets. We have a standard range of products but we are
also capable of delivering customised systems including special
cables and connectors“ says Roger Houghton, CEO of TecSys.
The threaded holes of the displays embedded within a stainless steal
housing are conform to the VESA standard.

where dirt can gather. The customer can choose the type of
enclosure according to the needs of the application. Apart
from chassis-type housings for table or wall mounting, the
supplier also offers open-frame, panel and rack-mount solutions for built-in monitors. Almost all housings are fitted with
standard VESA tapped holes for use with standard external
mounts.
The touch-screen positional-data output
CONTACT
is generally USB and
TecSys GmbH
from Windows 8 upD-80803München
wards plug and play.
Phone +49 (0)89 32199011
The video data interFax +49 (0)89 3072165
www.tecsys.de/en
face is generally DVI
or HDMI.
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RELIABLE CONTROL WITH
PIEZO PROPORTIONAL VALVES
Silent, precise and with no heat generation as a result of extremely low power consumption – these are the operating features of the piezo-controlled
HOERBIGER 3-way proportional pressure regulating valves from the tecno
product line.
Reliability and precision are a must in medical technology. Whether they are
used for sleep apnea treatment, pain treatment, ventilation technology, surgery or physical therapy: HOERBIGER 3-way proportional pressure regulating valves from the tecno product line are the performance-defining component wherever metering of ventilation air, gases and liquid is needed or
compressed air for pneumatic pressure regulation of technical equipment
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requires precise and highly dynamic control. The valves offer reliable regulation with high control stability, yet their power consumption is very low.
The proportional pressure regulating valve controls pneumatic output pressure as a function of an electrical control signal. An internal pressure sensor
and the electronics ensure that the output pressure is regulated with high
precision, allowing the pressure to be set as a function of the process by way
of system control.
The tecno easy, tecno basic, tecno plus, and tecno plus vacuum variants can
be used in different power ranges and set to customized pressure control
ranges. All models stand out with their extremely low power consumption
and high pressure control stability. The tecno plus 3-way proportional valve
with pressure control range of up to 10 bar and flow capacity of as much as
1,600 l/min, is setting a new standard in medical technology applications.
www.hoerbiger.com
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congatec AG

congatec AG
Germany
Auwiesenstr. 5
D-94469 Deggendorf
Phone +49 991 2700-0
Fax +49 991 2700-111
info@ congatec.com
www.congatec.com

congatec AG has its head office in Deggendorf, Germany and is a leading supplier of
industrial computer modules using the
standard form factors Qseven, COM Express,
XTX and ETX, as well as single board computers and EDM services. congatec’s products can be used in a variety of industries
and applications, such as industrial automation, medical technology, automotive supplies, aerospace and transportation. Core
knowledge and technical know-how includes
unique extended BIOS features as well as
comprehensive driver and board support
packages. Following the design-in phase,
customers are given support via extensive
product lifecycle management. The company’s products are manufactured by specialist service providers in accordance with
modern quality standards.
Since the company’s inception in December
2004, congatec AG has established itself as a
globally recognized expert and reliable
partner for embedded computer-on-modules
solutions, coupled with excellent service and
support. We have secured second ranking
worldwide in our market segment thanks to
our clear focus.
congatec’s COM Express platforms with their
widely scalable computing and graphics
performance enable the creation of application-ready, widely usable products. The
quality and durability of the modules, in
combination with their excellent EMI characteristics reduce cost of development, service
and certification.

Qseven modules are even smaller at lower
energy consumption. These modules are the
perfect fit for next generation ultra-compact
and ultra mobile handheld devices.
Congatec is represented with 198 employees
at seven branch offices on four continents
– Asia (Taiwan, China and Japan), Australia,
Europe (Germany and the Czech Republic),
as well as North America (USA). This consistent expansion together with our strong
partner network secures close customer
relationships on a worldwide base.
We continue to focus on efficiency enhancement through optimizing processes and
structures in the future. Through close
co-operation with our technology partners
Intel, AMD and Freescale, congatec continues to prove its leading position in technology
and product innovations. In addition to our
successful Computer-On-Modules products,
we also offer Single Board Computers and
Embedded Design&Manufacturing Services
(EDMS) to fulfil the special requirements for
customized computing solutions.
“We simplify the use of embedded technology.” This is the congatec commitment. It’s
not just the products – it’s also the people at
congatec which work hard to perform this
promise. Congatec is the right partner when it
comes to embedded computing solutions.
www.congatec.com
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MED Devices Metering Units
Pathogens can spread like wildfire even in hospital environments.
Therefore either disposable equipment or components that can be
disinfected and sterilized after use are needed.

Autoclavable Mass
Flow Meters
S

ensirion has been developing and marketing flow metering sensors for many years. Until now, these sensors
have been used in ventilation and anesthetic devices to
measure the volume of clean air administered to the patient.
But apart from this clean tract, both ventilation and anesthetic procedures need a means of metering the flow of exhaled
air. This is known as either proximal or expiratory flow metering. In both cases, the sensor comes into contact with air from
the patient that is potentially infected with germs and pathogens. These sections of the apparatus are therefore comprised
of disposable parts or hygienically sterilizable. For the sterilization process, a number of approaches are possible.

Conventional Metering Solutions

ving expiratory and proximal ventilation. The CMOSens® technology is extremely resistant to environmental influences, which
makes CMOSens® flow sensors ideal for applications where sterilization is required.
The newly developed flow sensors have been comprehensively verified. The chip-based sensor component was tested for more
than 1000 hours at 150°C. Apart from this, test results are available which show that the sensor components have withstood
1000 temperature variation cycles involving switches from -40°C
to 140°C. The results confirm the outstanding zero-point stability
of the metering component and of the electronics that process the
signals. Aging models have consequently suggested that the offset drift over a ten-year lifespan is smaller than 0.2 slm.

Figures Sensirion

The solutions used today are either hot-wire
anemometers or (variable) apertures combined with a differential pressure sensor. However, the sensor is not always exchangeable
or sterilizable. In measurements involving
the differential pressure process particularly, only the metering section is replaced. The
actual sensor, however, is not replaced or
sterilized. Indeed, in situations like these,
long tubes running to the patient circuit
should ensure that no air comes into direct
contact with the sensor.
SFM3200-AW and SFM3300-AW sensors are both autoclavable and washable. They
were designed for treatment in the autoclave and have undergone successful testing. The
sensors are attached using medical cones to enable a pneumatic connection to the breathing circuit. Finally, the sensors have a mechanical interface for simple and reliable electrical reconnection.

In contrast to this situation, hot-wire sensors
can usually be replaced in their entirety or
sterilized. The delicate hot wires, however,
are relatively sensitive to mechanical stresses and strains: this can lead to problems during cleaning,
particularly thermal disinfection.

New Reusable Solution
Now Sensirion has developed new flow metering devices that are
autoclavable and can be washed. The new SFM3200-AW and
SFM3300-AW mass flow meters are ideal for applications invol-
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Apart from the sensor element itself, the main issue with sterilizable solutions is the choice of materials in the development process. In the new flow sensors, the plastic selected for
the sensor housing is a polyphenylsulfone (PPSU) material.
PPSU has outstanding thermal properties and is better suited
to handling the inhalation anesthetics used for anesthetic purposes than other types of plastic. In addition to these main
components, particular attention was also paid to the adhesi-
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ves and sealants used, with a view to achieving lasting stability
and a high number of autoclaving cycles.

Stability Tested After Autoclaving and Cleaning
As part of the product development process, the SFM3200AW and SFM3300-AW mass flow meters were meticulously
checked for their suitability for treatment in an autoclave.
Apart from this, the stability of the sensors was tested after immersion in and sterilization with CIDEX® Activated Dialdehyde
Solution. The aim of the tests was to show that they can be
used for these processes. Their suitability for sterilization in
an autoclave was selected because steam is a particularly lowcost method of sterilization. An affordable form of processing
also means a lower total cost of ownership for the hospital and,
by extension patients and their health insurance companies.
To test the suitability of the mass flow meters in the autoclave, 60
sensors – 30 of each type – were processed 50 times in the autoclave. In each of the 50 cycles, the sensors underwent five minutes' exposure to a maximum temperature of 135°C at an overpressure of +2.15 bar. Finally, the chamber was evacuated (-0.8 bar)
and then cooled to 50°C at atmospheric pressure. An intermediate measurement was taken after every ten cycles. The sensors were tested for tightness and accuracy. The tightness test was carried out at 250 mbar overpressure and considered successful if

no leak greater than 0.01 slm appeared. As regards precision, the
sensor likewise passed the relevant tests and fulfilled the specifications listed in the data sheet. It is once again important to note
their high-level zero-point stability. All sensors have a zero-point
drift of less than 0.1 slm. Even after 50 cycles in the autoclave,
59 out of 60 sensors were still within the tolerances. In other
words, the sensors can be prepared for subsequent use more than
50 times. Depending on the autoclave used, results may vary, although the temperature of 135°C represents a demanding process
cycle. The test for washability with CIDEX® Activated Dialdehyde
Solution was carried out on a total of eight sensors.
After ten cycles each, involving 15 minutes immersion and
subsequent drying, there were absolutely no observable effects. For this reason, additional testing was accelerated and
the sensor was immersed in the solution for over 25 hours, corresponding to approximately 100 cycles. Finally, the test was
carried out under the same conditions as for the autoclave. After testing, all eight sensors were fully functional and within
the prescribed tolerances. The details and results of these
tests are available in a separate application note.

Sterilizable Flow Sensors or Disposables
Apart from the need for reusable sensors, whether sterilized in
the autoclave or simply disinfected, there are also applica-
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Computer-On-Modules
for Medical Applications
COM Express and Qseven Modules simplify Medical Developments
• COM Express modules with latest processors: Intel Core i3/i5/i7, Atom, Pentium, Celeron, AMD G-Series SOC, R-Series
– for scalable computing and graphics performance e.g. in imaging and computing-intensive applications etc.
• Qseven modules with Intel Atom E3800 or Freescale i.MX6: compact and low power, scalable performance
– for portable systems, compact HMI, small diagnostic systems, card readers etc.
• Computer-On-Modules: shorter development time, lower cost, shorter time to market and longer availability
• Designed and produced in Germany for medical applications all over the world

Picture Sensirion
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Autoclavable sensor in action

tions where the use of disposable products is becoming increasingly widespread. With the right production volume,
the CMOSens® Technology used by Sensirion brings down
the unit price and is therefore suitable for disposable products. Sensirion is currently working on the development of
a one-way product in the form of a simplified sensor without
sieves. The one-way sensor is due for market launch within
the next year.

Various Application Fields
Both the SFM3200-AW and SFM3300-AW sensors were
developed for expiratory and proximal applications and are
therefore suitable for use in both intensive and home ventilation. WEINMANN Emergency Medical Technology GmbH
+ Co. KG is set to become the first customer to use the sensor in the particularly demanding fields of emergency ventilation and ventilation during transport. During development, Sensirion liaised closely with WEINMANN Emergency with a view to optimizing the suitability of the sensor for
its intended future use.
Compared with clinical applications, emergency rescue services are confronted with several special problems, particularly when using the ventilation system at sub-zero temperatures. In the course of development, WEINMANN Emergency
also tested the sensor for use in these difficult and demanding
scenarios.
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In view of its many years of experience with flow sensors for
critical-scenario ventilation, the company has always kept a
close eye on the benefits for patients and emergency service
personnel during sensor development.
Thanks to their experience, a number of important factors
could be taken into account from the very start while developing sensors, which is why cooperation with the company has
proved so constructive and effective. Currently a hot-wire-based sensor is used and the company has also decided to
use sensors from Sensirion.
According to Ulrich Palm, head of development at WEINMANN Emergency, the company was convinced by the benefits of these sensors. „We decided to go with tried-and-tested CMOSens® technology for three reasons: the low-level
breathing resistance, the high precision and stability of the
metering signal, and the rugged mechanical and electrical
design.“

CONTACT
Sensirion AG
CH-8712 Staefa ZH
Phone +41(0)44 306 40 00
www.sensirion.com
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Fluid connectors can now be found in the growing ranks of “intelligent“ products. In addition to moving fluids, these connectors move
data, thanks to the use of wireless communication technology.

Fluid Couplings with RFID
I

n medical settings, data-transferring intelligent fluid
couplings can play many valuable roles. These include
keeping track of device usage, and preventing connection
errors that endanger both patients and expensive medical
equipment. RFID-enabled couplings can also help protect
brand integrity by ensuring the use of OEM-supplied devices
and media.
Though the technology is just starting to gain a foothold in the
medical industry, its benefits could eventually help intelligent
fluid couplings find a home in many types of medical devices
and equipment.

Radio Frequency Communication
To add intelligence to fluid couplings, two ingredients are necessary: a brain (such as PC or controller) to run the system
and some means of wireless communication. In intelligent
quick-disconnect coupling systems, the wireless technology
of choice is radio frequency identification, or RFID.
Intelligent couplings communicate by sending RFID signals
between the two separated coupling halves attached to diffe-

rent devices or lines. Data is stored on an RFID tag embedded
in the passive half of the coupling, known as the insert. Looking for the tag is an RFID reader housed in the active half of
the coupling, called the body. (See Figure 2.) When the two
coupling halves are brought within a few centimeters of each
other, the reader detects the tag, reads it, and sends the tag
data to the control unit running the system. The control unit
can also tell the reader to write new information to the tag.
Medical devices equipped with RFID technology can store
and/or transfer important information such as product data
(date of manufacture, batch/serial number, date/time put in
service, number of uses remaining, etc.), auto-calibration parameters, media data (identification, amount remaining, expiration date), process cycle counts and notification of cycle
completion. Electronic data capture and automatic documentation are faster and more efficient than manual processes, while also eliminating inaccuracies caused by human
error.
RFID-equipped quick-disconnect couplings perform many
key functions that are beyond the capabilities of ordinary fluid
connectors. As part of medical systems, they can:
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Tribo innovation: Printed as good as injection moulded

3D printing filaments for wear-resistant parts made of plastic
iglidur Tribo filaments are the only 3D printed materials developed for moving applications. The wear
is up to 50 times less than other 3D materials. New test results show that printed parts made of iglidur
have wear resistance equal to injection molded parts from the same material! Available as a filament
or as a finished, printed part: igus.eu/tribo-printing
®

plastics for longer life

®

®

igus GmbH Spicher Str. 1a 51147 Köln Tel. +49-2203-9649-145 info@igus.eu
®

The terms "igus, iglidur, plastics for longer life" are legally protected trademarks in the Federal Republic of Germany and, where applicable, in some foreign countries.
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+

Prevent connection errors in multiple-port systems. Before a physical connection is actually made, the RFID reader reads the tag and tells the control unit what is being connected
to each equipment port. If a misconnection is attempted, the
control unit can display a warning, trigger an alarm or shut
down the equipment until the error is corrected. Thus, the
couplings ensure that each line will be connected to the correct port, preventing harm to patients, medical equipment
and processes. Consider, for example, an eye-surgery device
with a saline line for eye irrigation and an air line that drives a
pneumatic cutter. Used with this device, intelligent quick-disconnect couplings will prevent patient and equipment harm
that could be caused by misconnecting the saline and air
lines.

+

Ensure correct operational settings. Once the identification
data on the tag has been read, the control unit automatically
sets parameters such as pressure, flow rate and operating time
to match requirements for the device that has been connected
to the equipment port. With RFID tags in the cuffs of a blood
pressure-monitoring system, for instance, the system automatically configures itself for either an adult or infant based on
whether an adult- or infant-size cuff is connected to it. This
eliminates the risk of human error in configuring the system,
as well the consequences of configuration errors for patients
and equipment.

different tests, for example, an RFID tag can be attached to
the line hooked up to the solution bottle for each test. As test
doses from a bottle are used, the information is written to that
bottle’s tag. This information stays with the consumable.
When a container gets close to empty, the control unit will alert
the operator that additional media is required before another
procedure is started.

+

Protect brand integrity. Used with a medical device, out-ofdate, misapplied or inferior products can adversely affect the
performance of the device, thereby damaging the reputation of
the device and its manufacturer. Intelligent fluid coupling systems can detect such products and then take a number of actions to protect brand integrity. These include displaying a
warning, triggering an alarm and shutting down the device. The
systems can also take action to discourage improper usage. If a
probe hooked up to a medical device is not on the list of probes
approved by the device manufacturer, for example, the system
could allow the probe to be used but slow its operation or degrade its performance in some other way that would not endanger
a patient but would inconvenience the user.

+

Enforce required limits on device usage. The control unit
can tell the reader to write to the tag attached to a limited-use
device each time the device is connected to equipment. Or the
reader can be told to write to a consumable device the amount
of time the device has been used. When the threshold is reached in either case, the control unit reports to the operator that
the connected device has reached the end of its life.

+

Make media checks. Intelligent quick-disconnect couplings can check to see if fluid used in a medical device is outdated or ensure that its parameters meet job specifications,
thereby preventing accidental or intentional use of media that
could harm patients or equipment. The couplings can also be
used to check media amounts. When one machine performs a
number of different tests, for example, an RFID tag can be attached to the line hooked up to the solution bottle for each
test. As test doses from a bottle are used, the information is
written to that bottle“s tag, allowing the control unit to keep
track of how many more tests can be run with the solution
quantity remaining in the bottle.

Figure: Colder Products Company

+

Monitor
consumption of media.
RFID-enabled couplings can also be
used to monitor media amounts. When
one machine performs a number of

CONTACT
Colder Products Company GmbH
D-63762 Grossostheim
Phone +49 (0) 6026 9973-0
Fax +49 (0) 6026 9973 173
www.colder.com
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Illustration of RFID capability in fluid connectors

Considerations in Medical Applications
RFID-equipped quick-disconnect couplings can withstand
both ethylene oxide and autoclave sterilization, though they are
not recommended for uses involving five or more autoclave cycles. On the other hand, the couplings cannot be sterilized with
gamma radiation, since gamma rays erase data from the memories of current RFID tags. Medical device and equipment designers must also bear in mind that metal placed near an RFID tag
will affect the resonant frequency of the tag, which adversely
impacts the processes of reading and writing to the tag. Designers, however, can easily prevent metal-related tag problems
with help from a coupling supplier. Told that a customer’s device design calls for the tags to be placed within a certain distance of a metal component, a supplier can “tune“ the tags to
compensate for the nearby metal. Once the tags are properly
tuned, there should be no problems when the device is in use.
Another issue designers should consider is whether the added
cost of choosing intelligent quick-disconnect couplings is justi-
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on eight different ports. Though these multi-port readers cost more than one or two
conventional RFID readers, they are much
more economical than eight individual readers.

Data-transmitting fluid connectors include two parts: the coupling body (right), which houses
a radio frequency identification (RFID) reader, and the coupling insert (left), which houses an
RFID tag.

fied by the benefits offered by RFID communication in a particular medical application. In many cases, the decision to opt for intelligent couplings is a fairly easy one because the extra cost involved is insignificant compared to the overall cost of the medical
system being designed.
Opting for intelligent couplings is also easier in situations involving significant risk and/or potential liability — situations that are
common in medical settings, where the health and even lives of
patients are at stake. Cost concerns about intelligent couplings
have been eased in some cases by a new development: readers
capable of handling multiple tags. Now, a single reader can be
equipped with up to eight antennas to communicate with the tags

Multi-port readers are not like the normal
RFID readers integrated into coupling bodies. Instead, they are circuit boards installed in a housing with the rest of a device’s
electronics.

Devices with multi-port readers still need
coupling bodies to connect to coupling inserts, but these bodies are conventional units that transfer only
fluids. Today, intelligent quick-disconnect couplings come in many sizes and configurations capable of fitting into medical applications. These include subminiature couplings used with surgical irrigation lines and non-spill designs that ensure drip-free disconnections for blood analysis and other medical procedures.
RFID capability can be added to popular coupling lines or be part
of custom connector designs that meet the needs of unusual applications. Either way, users of the industry’s most advanced connectors will quickly see the value of adding smarts to their
fluid-handling processes.

Company Profile

GEMÜ GmbH
As a supplier to medical technology companies and manufacturers of pharmaceutical,
GEMÜ Switzerland produces customized
plastic system solutions.

One Partner for the entire value
added-chain

GEMÜ GmbH
Switzerland
Lettenstrasse 3
CH-6343 Rotkreuz
Phone +41 41 799 05 00
Fax + 41 41 799 03 85
info.medical@ gemue.ch
www.gemue.ch

Besides a high level of production in our
cleanroom, GEMÜ has in-house engineering,
project management and tool manufacturing.
Our system solutions go into the markets of
Pharma, Medical Devices, Diagnostics and
Biotechnology.

Clean room system solutions
With the implementing of our new clean room
factory in Emmen 2012, we can offer system
solutions in ISO class 8 (in operation) and
GMP class C.
With facilities equipped with additional filter
fan units (FFUs) and subjected to stricter
hygiene measures, GEMÜ is able to produce
ready-to-sterilise (RTS) components for the
pharmaceutical industry.
In term of labware, GEMÜ can comply with
requirements such as being RNase-free and
DNase-free and fulfils important specifications of the biotech industry.
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Laser Plastic Welding
Changes Processes
T

he laser welding of thermoplastics is well established,
and goes back to approximately 2000 – this was when
the first university spin-offs were established in connection with Erlangen-Nuremberg University.
The basic principle behind this technology still applies today,
and differs significantly from traditional welding techniques.
During conventional welding, plastic starts to melt on the surface and extends downwards through the upper joining partner until it reaches the underlying component. This means
that welding marks are visible on the surface.
In the case of laser plastic welding, the technology joins together a laser-transparent material with a laser-absorbent material. The laser beam passes right through the upper joining
partner to hit the welding zone, where it is absorbed by the lower joining partner.
Thermal conduction passes the energy onto the upper joining
partner which warms up to such an extent that the molecular
chains diffuse in the affected areas. An adhesive bond is created when the parts have cooled down. The strength of a laser
weld seam is similar to that of the solid material and almost
achieves a weld factor of 1. This technology is also known as
laser transmission welding.

Laser plastic welding is a big
success story with three main
ad-vantages: it is highly economical, it delivers assured quality, and it opens up novel product layouts. Strictly speaking,
laser plastic welding has continuously further developed over
the last 15 years in line with the
demands of industry overall.
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Plasticization during laser transmission welding takes place exclusively along the welding zone

In principle, it is possible to safely weld almost all thermoplastics as long as the two joining partners have the same thermal
processing window. This means that the two joining partners
must melt in an adequately large shared temperature range.
This is rarely a problem when the plastics are made of the
same material. Common plastics are usually adequately transparent to laser beams in their natural form, and therefore suitable for use as the upper welding partner. Pigment particles
or soot particles are added to the plastic forming the lower joining partner to increase its absorption rates.
The laser sources used in this technology usually have laser wavelengths in the near infrared range (NIR) – between 800 to
1100 µm – and power outputs of between 30 and 600 watts.
Modern, low-maintenance diode or fiber lasers have completely
replaced the lamp-pumped, and therefore more fault-prone
laser sources used in the early days of this technology.
Because the laser beams are in the non-visible range, it is also
possible to weld plastics which appear optically opaque. This
increases flexibility: The optimal laser parameters for different combinations of plastics and colors were determined in a
large number of detailed test series.
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Laser Transmission Welding Compared to
Traditional Ioining Methods
All of the methods for joining together plastics have their own
specific strengths and weaknesses. The up-front costs flow into the total cost calculation proportional to the production
numbers of a specific product. The acquisition costs of modern laser welding systems are steadily approaching those of
other methods. The laser technology clearly scores when it comes to tool costs, consumables costs, and expenses associated with wear and tear.
Unlike bonding and filling technologies, laser welding requires
no additives, and no particles are released by the process. In addition, there are also no cleaning costs because the tools do not
come into contact with any liquid materials. Because there are no
significant mechanical, dynamic or thermal stresses on the welding system and components, it is usually possible for instance to
use simple clamping tools and component holders, and for them
to be easily exchanged. This fact and the software-controlled
laser welding paths, enable economic production flows to be
achieved, even with a wide range of different components.

Under the microscope: The left-hand weld seam was produced using laser
transmission welding, whilst the right-hand weld seam was produced by
vibration welding, shown with the same magnification (150-times)

means of selecting the best joining method. A separate tightness test can be dispensed with during laser welding thanks to
the inline process control of the laser-welded components.
An important aspect for sophisticated components is the microstructural quality of the weld zone. Unlike vibration welding methods, no particles are created during laser transmission welding, no additives are added to the components, and
the weld seams satisfy even the highest optical specifications
– a major benefit for welds situated in directly visible areas.
Laser transmission welding has become the technology of
choice when applications demand higher quality welds, and
when they involve sensitive components. The important decision-making arguments for laser welding technology are the
project-specific costs – which can be up to one third lower –
the high degree of flexibility of the systems, the integrated
process control, and the high yields of good parts – even if the
quality of the upstream products fluctuates.

Laser Transmission Welding in
Microfluidics Applications

Figures LPKF

Only a few years ago, patients had to wait several days for laboratory results after visiting their doctor – this is now done
today by mini laboratories. One drop of blood is put into a cartridge, and the analytical equipment evaluates the necessary
data within only a few minutes. This is one of the areas of application of microfluidics. Fine, highly precise channels are
specified for microfluidic systems. These channels have to be
sealed. Transparent material is required for many applications because the reactions are evaluated optically.

Fine welding seams without damaging components – this image shows
a plastic component for the precise dosing of liquid medicines.

Laser welding systems are almost maintenance-free, and can
also be equipped with process monitoring functions. The benefits: The laser system can identify irregularities during the ongoing process and guarantee production quality by separating
good parts from bad parts. Moreover, all of the parameters can
be recorded for end-to-end tracking and tracing. The properties of the products demanded by manufacturers are another
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A special laser welding method also provides the necessary technology for this as well: LPKF ClearJoining technology uses a laser
with a wavelength of 2 µm to penetrate both joining partners and
focus the laser energy
precisely along the
CONTACT
welding horizon. The
LPKF Laser & Electronics AG
slight absorption vaD-90765 Fürth
lue of the plastic is
Phone +49(0) 911 6698 59 0
enough to create a reFas +49(0) 911 6698 59 77
www.lpkf.com
liable weld.
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MED Devices Power Supplies
The improvement of patient care remains a driving force, evidenced in the rapid growth of the portable and transportable medical device market. The new waves of devices are compact, lightweight and, crucially, no longer restricted to a mains power supply.

Crucial test for the
battery
O

ver two years ago Accutronics conceived the idea of the
CMX Series, a range of lithium ion batteries and chargers specifically for the medical device market. During
the research stage we realised there was an extraordinary opportunity to create a range of rechargeable batteries and chargers that could deliver safe and reliable energy to portable and
transportable medical devices. Rob Phillips, managing director of Accutronics, explores the origins of the CMX Series and
how it fulfils the needs of the rapidly advancing portable age.
“We used our understanding of market requirements to develop a product range that would meet the increasing demand
for high energy density and high power discharge, without
compromising on safety and reliability for life-critical applications.“
One of the key points we considered was the potential social
benefits. Mobile technology is used both in hospitals and in
the field. During patient transfer, transportable devices are
used to monitor or treat patients on life supporting machines.

A further consideration was the economic benefits of the concept. Thanks to our experience of working closely with medical
OEMs, we can appreciate the pressure many are under, due to
the rising global demand for hi-tech portable devices such as
acute ventilators and anaesthesia workstations. In Europe
there are around 600 medical device OEMs and for the smaller manufacturer they simply don't have the resources to develop bespoke battery systems for their devices.
For these companies, the CMX Series offers considerable economic benefits as the platform technology is adaptable,

Figures Accutronics

The CMX can be used as a main or secondary battery, offering
greater security for patients and guaranteeing the power supply throughout the transfer process, it also protects against
mains power loss. Hospitals are able to perform routine power

management
CONTACT
checks without haAccutronics Ltd.
ving to remove the
GB-Staffordshire
medical device from
Phone +44(0) 1782 566 622
service using the
Fax +44(0) 1782 566 354
www.accutronics.co.uk
smart charger that
accompanies
the
battery. In addition
to clinical setting applications, intimate and personal portable devices are widely used to treat patients in the home, improving the patients' quality of life and reducing health service
costs.

The batteries satisfy international safety standards.
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meaning that the battery system development and qualification costs are much
reduced
and
the
development cycle is
shortened. Using our battery technology, OEMs are able to focus
their attentions, and budget, on their core skills, such as
the design and development of the medical device itself.

Transport Regulations
The new batteries have been designed to meet stringent regulations and they comply
with the relevant transport regulations, which exist to mitigate the risk associated
with the transport of such energy dense cargo. They also comply with international
safety standards required for batteries used in medical devices. As part of our branded Entellion range, the CMX is available in three versions, using eight, twelve or
sixteen '18650' sized cells, with continuous discharge rates of up to 300W. Two voltage platforms are used; 28.8V, which operates between 20.0V and 33.6V and
14.4V, which operates between 10.0V and 16.8V.
The CMX420E and CMX810E are perfect for devices that require the highest
amount of energy in the smallest volume, and where discharge current is low.
CMX440P and CMX820P are designed for devices that draw very high levels of power. When energy density is important but high power discharge is also necessary,
the CMX420M, CMX430M and CMX810M offer a balance between size and power
capability. For customer convenience, two chargers are available to accompany the
CMX series, an internal single channel charger and an external dual bay desktop
charger, which can also be used for battery calibration.

Fanless Medical
Power Supplies
with 2 MOPP
Compact 100W & 135W
AC/DC Power Supplies
Space saving 3“x2“ (100W) or 4“x2“
(135W or 150W with fan)
250VAC / 2 MOPP (8mm / 8mm)
<100µA leakage current
(B, BF conform)

Smart Features
The smart, innovative portable power products are designed to meet the emerging
needs of feature-laden devices in professional markets. Smart features of the CMX
series include active and passive protection circuits that prevent over-temperature,
over and under-voltage, overload and short circuit. Smart power management means
the battery only requests charge when needed and shuts down when not being used.
Accurate run time prediction is possible to within 1% through the use of an impedance tracking fuel gauge which also provides a bar graph indicator for battery capacity through the use of a liquid crystal display.
Advancements in medicine and the changing nature of health care are driving the
need for products to be truly innovative, at a time when OEMs are under pressure to
cut costs and increase the value in each product they sell. The medical market is a
challenging environment, and understandably so, but the arrival of the CMX Series
supports the creation of pioneering equipment that medical practitioners can rely
on.

Universal input voltage range
(85-264VAC / 120-370VDC)
-25°C to +85°C, up to 5000m
Active PFC >0.95
ErP compliant (standby <0.3W)
UL/IEC/EN 60601 3rd Ed and CE
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Rob Phillips
Managing Director Accutronics Ltd.
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Automated liquid handling systems have become crucial laboratory fixtures. They let you perform tests and analyses of thousands of
substances - and with greater speed, accuracy and reproducibility.

Precision in the smallest
of spaces

Leveraging laboratory automation, significant time can be
saved as well as slashing the rate of analysis defects. Two very
relevant aspects from a cost perspective for the client commissioning the laboratory analyses. For example, this emphasizes
how such liquid handling systems can be useful when it comes
to fully automated processing of liquid samples. The Hamilton
Company has established itself among the top tier of laboratory
solution suppliers for applications in biotechnology and pharma and chemical industries. The company hailing from Bonaduz in Switzerland has a new product in the liquid handling
sector for accelerated testing and reproducible screening of a
range of substances. The ’Hamilton VANTAGE Liquid Handling System“ pipetting robot system can accommodate samples with a volume of 500 nanoliters accurate to the millimeter

Liquid Handling System from Hamilton with single channels, 96 or
384 multiple pipetting heads.
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with single channels, 96 or 384 multi pipetting heads from a
microtitration plate and then transfer them downstream to
other units. Since the individual volumes transferred in this
case are very low and the number of samples transported at any
one time may be considerable, the accuracy requirements imposed when transferring samples are particularly stringent.
Ensuring samples are extracted and collected accurately helps
guarantee repeatability between individual pipetting steps
and ultimately impacts on the success of the entire work assignment.
To determine the position of the pipetting heads along the
three spatial dimensions exactly, Hamilton deployed SIKO
GmbH magnetic measurement technology in its new pipetting
robot. The Black Forest-based SIKO GmbH company produces a wide range of equipment to measure length, angle and
speed, which meets all the above analytical technology requirements. To optimize use within the Hamilton VANTAGE Liquid Handling System, SIKO adapted the magnetic bands and
sensor boards to meet individual requirements.

Individually Configurable Pipetting Robot
The VANTAGE Liquid Handling System by Hamilton is ideal for
laboratory applications of all kinds, including DNA analyses,
PCR preparation and cleaning, molecular biological sample
preparations, blood analyses, etc. Customers include pharmaceutical companies, as well as representatives from fields of
academic research and diagnostics. “We provide our new VANTAGE Liquid Handling System in a modular design, which can
be individually configured“, explains Martin Rupp, Project Manager in the electronics department of Hamilton Bonaduz AG.
The system is available as a 2-meter or 1.3-meter pipetting robot, which can be expanded to include additional labware
transport systems, logistics cabins, incubators, sample containers and other elements required for the analyses. Arranging
the individual modules vertically facilitates this flexible configuration, which also means devices from other makers can be
easily accommodated.
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Figures Siko
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o save even more time and enhance reliability, the Hamilton Company has equipped its VANTAGE Liquid
Handling System with SIKO magnetic measurement
technology. The sensor heads and measuring belts were adapted such as to ensure they could determine the position of the
pipetting heads exactly along the three spatial dimensions
and be optimally configured within the specified system room
design. An initial system precision of 20 μm meant the accuracy requirements imposed were a considerable challenge.

»

MED Devices Metering Units
channels move. The forward and reversing movements of the
pipetting channels are performed on the y-axis, while height
adjustments are implemented via the z-axis. Engines control
these three axes, which involve the magnetic sensors issuing
positional feedback to the control unit and monitoring the engine in the process. The y-axis sensors use SIKO magnetic
tapes, since Hamilton developed these sensors in-house.
“SIKO responded with great flexibility to what we wanted, since our own magnetic sensors had already been installed on two
axes. For this purpose, SIKO supplied the relevant magnetic
tapes with special coding,“ confirms Martin Rupp. This magnetic tape solution is installed on the pipetting arm. The builtin linear motor requires positional information for the movement to be performed. On the one hand, the magnetic tape
system handles the task of determining the position of the pipetting arms and on the other, it ensures that the pipetting
channels are positioned precisely within this axis.

One of the magnetic measurement systems, for which SIKO supplies
the magnetic tape and with which Hamilton Encor was developed.

To simplify the process of implementing third party devices as
far as possible, firstly a transport robot capable of moving sample vessels within the system or transferring them to other
third party devices is used and secondly, the SiLA software
standard forms the basis for the system. Assays are controlled
by the “INSTINCT V“ Hamilton software. This software allows
multiple users to work on the system simultaneously and
paves the way to perform a range of experiments with the same
devices. A drag and drop system means generating and modifying the instrument and layout configurations of experiments
couldn’t be easier. A 3D simulation of the sample transfer
helps expedite the set-up process. A pipette tip of 10 microliters can accommodate a volume of 1 microliter, for example,
to accuracy of within 5.0 percent. These volumes can then be
precisely positioned within a 2.25 millimeter grid (1536 well
plates) via all channels. Two versions of SIKO measuring technology are used to perform this task. Meanwhile, two magnetic
tapes positioned below and at the side are tasked with monitoring the motor control on the pipetting robot. A solution involving magnetic tape and boards helps enhance the accuracy of
movement on the longitudinal axis.

The channels have to be narrow, to facilitate collision-free
work within the confines of the pipetting arm. To meet this requirement, Hamilton arranged the channels on both sides of
the pipetting arms. Accordingly, two magnetic tapes were also
required, which are respectively installed on the right and left
of the pipetting arm. In addition, a further constraint was a
maximum width for the pipetting channels of 18 millimeters
within this configuration. “There is no magnetic measurement
system on the market, which operates based on an 18-millimeter width and which can completely code a length of around
700 millimeters„, says Martin Rupp. Although the original
magnetic tape solution was technically functional, the supplier reliability was substandard.

The SIKO MSA501 absolute sensor

One key advantage is the exceptional reliability of the absolute
technology used and the fact that the position value remains
valid, even after a power outage, without the need for any additional reference run. The absolute coding of magnetic tapes
largely eliminates the initialization runs when switching on,
which other systems would otherwise require. The drive is immediately operational, without the need for a time-consuming
reference run or motor commutation.

Individually Adapted Magnetic Tape Solution:
Eliminating Reference Runs

Stroke Measuring System: Only PCB and
Magnetic Tape

The pipetting system comes equipped with linear motors used
to position the individual axes. There are three axes on which
pipetting robots move in all three dimensions: the x-axis in the
longitudinal direction, in which the pipetting arm and thus the

Hamilton deploys a complete solution for recording positional
information of the longitudinal axis: a sensor, incorporating a
matching magnetic tape. Similarly, this assignment also involved working within an exceptionally confined area. The ori-
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MED Devices Metering Units
ginal development was an 82.6 by 20 millimeter sensor, but
the size meant it was impossible to install. With that in mind,
a PCB solution was chosen – namely limiting the installation
to the PCB of the sensor and its sensor elements directly within the customer housing.
Under other circumstances, a purely board-based solution
would not be possible, particularly with any risk of soiling or
the sensor coming into contact with water. The existing housing of the pipetting robot helps protect it against external influences and was key in enabling the board-based solution.
The positive spin-off of this slimmed-down sensor model: cost
savings.
This model involves the sensor detecting the movement of the
arm as a position sensor. “Precise positioning of channels is
contingent on correct positioning of the pipetting arm,“ states
Martin Rupp. “The channels sit on the arm, which, when moving, must be at least as precise as the axis of the channel.
This makes it crucial for the arm to position with great accuracy in the x-axis.“ Before a rival product was used, but resulted
in restrictions in the working area of the pipetting channels,
namely on the y-axis.
It is a top priority to ensure the channels can also reach the micro titer plates at the edge of the system. The sensor solution
previously tried failed to optimally exploit the full working range
of the channels. Also under consideration was a product which
required less depthwise space and ensured comprehensive
working space for
the channels. For
CONTACT
this purpose, the
SIKO GmbH
MSA501 magnetic
D-79256 Buchenbach
sensor was adapted.
Phone +49(0)7661 394 0
www.siko.de

High System Accuracy
Both the complete board-based solution as well as the other
configuration combining the customer“s in-house sensor and
magnetic tapes reflect how individually tailored solutions can
be decisively deployed for each customer, leaving a precisely
functioning measurement system.
“The magnetic tapes and sensors are some of the key factors determining the functional scope of the system„, said the Project
Manager, “without which the pipetting channels and thus the
entire pipetting robot would not work.“ The precision of the
measurement system is the specific decisive criterion in this
case, which determines the overall quality of the system. The
adapted sensor has a maximum resolution of 10 μm in absolute
terms and 2.5 μm incrementally. Repetitive accuracy is ensured
to within a 5 μm tolerance. Operating on a contactless working
principle eliminates sensor wear as well as minimizing the
maintenance required. The initial system precision requirement
for the Liquid Handling System from Hamilton was 20 μm,
which rival products could not match.
What swayed Hamilton in favor of SIKO when selecting a measurement system was the fact that it includes two in one: both absolute and incremental measurement systems. The absolute system comprises absolutely coded magnetic poles, which can be
scanned using a sensor and calculated together with the incremental unit. Using this approach, combined absolute and incremental sets of data are issued.

Carolin Ordosch
Freelance editor
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MED Electronics Control Systems

Client-specific HMIs from
an Assembly Kit
I

S.I.E. – System Industrie Electronic GmbH – is an external development partner, providing its clients with HMI solutions.
The company has also developed a highly modular HMI assembly kit which contains hardware modules such as display,
touch technology, controller board and client-specific periphery boards, as well as software modules.
This means that clients have access to already-validated systems which are individually modified by the embedded specialist, according to the client’s requirements in terms of characteristic device functions and the individual integration of
mechanical components. Markus Dillinger, Head of R&D and
authorised representative of S.I.E., says, “More often than
not, the challenge is not to be found in the technical

Modern user interfaces for stationary or mobile systems are
becoming smaller and smaller,
whereas
their
functional
scopes are constantly increasing. A modular development
platform allows equipment surfaces to be modified exactly according to client-specific requirements.

Figures S.I.E.

n medical technology, instrument control via human machine interfaces is omnipresent as smooth surfaces allow
hygienic and efficient control. Therefore, there are countless possibilities for controlling systems through touch. A
good example would be touch sensors with integrated or external controllers and different optical properties. In addition,
there are various possibilities for coating touch surfaces in different grades, such as anti-glare, anti-reflective or anti-fingerprint. That’s why touch technologies and cover glass design require an especially high amount of consultation.

Exploded view of an display.

functionalities. What is more crucial is finding the optimal solution for the client.“
A decisive factor for the development of a ready-for-approval
system while adhering to all company-specific and regulatory
requirements is transparent communication with the partner.
That’s why the specialists already start to work together with
the client in workshops and preliminary projects, during the
specification phase, to define a list of requirements that is as
comprehensive as possible and to clarify important questions.
Employees analyze, communicate and document precise
changes which are observed during the development phase.
Moreover, especially high importance is attached to risk management. Ultimately, the client should be able to concentrate completely on their core competency and be able to integrate their technology in a ready-for-approval system with
up-to-date touch and computer technology.
The assembly kit design allows previously existing HMI systems to be equipped with new functionalities. Therefore, specialists have, for example, developed a new human machine
interface system for an existing in vitro diagnostic system,
which can be integrated by the client within an existing circuit. During this process, neither the existing measurement
electronics nor the mechanics were replaced.
However, software building blocks can also be used for further
applications. The foundations for this are formed by previously tested and accurately documented software components.
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MED Electronics Control Systems
The Austrian company is permanently further developing
the HMI assembly kit system, with the aim of making the
existing systems easier and using system resources in an
even better way. All components are also being constantly
adjusted to the newest trends and technologies, starting
with the display size and touch properties to the performance of the HM interface.
The completely scalable service portfolio for HMI systems,
based on standardized and IP-based hardware and software components, means that it is also possible to localize
and resolve any occurring problems quickly. The client can
therefore reduce risks and development costs and profit
from a reduced time to market.

Client specific HM interface.

Modifications to software building blocks are automatically
subjected to an SIL (software in-the-loop) and an HIL
(hardware in-the-loop) test, which reduces the manual effort required for testing. In contrast, design, databases and
the software front end are developed according to the client’s individual requirements, with specifically arranged
elements and corresponding user prompting.

CONTACT
System Industrie Electronic GmbH
Millennium Park 12
A-6890 Lustenau
Tel: +43(0)5577 89900 0
www.sie.at

Company Profile

Edmund Optics –
More Optics I More Technology I More Service

Edmund Optics
GmbH
Germany
Zur Giesserei 8
76227 Karlsruhe
Phone +49 (0)721 6273730
Fax +49 (0)721 6273750
sales@ edmundoptics.de
www.edmundoptics.de
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• US based company with global locations
for manufacturing, sales- and distribution
• More than 70 Years successful company
history
• World’s largest inventory of optical components with more than 27.600 products in
stock
• Manufacturing capabilities: prototyping,
customized production, modifications with
quick turnaround, serial production
• Trustful partner for various industries,
institutions, institutes, and universities

components for immediate delivery and offers
products, standard or customized, in small
quantities but also in volume for various industries. With a global team of experts in optical design and manufacturing, EO is ready to
support your next project – from prototyping
all the way to serial production. You can reach
us via phone +49(0)721 627 3730 or by email
sales@edmundoptics.eu. Please also ask for
our latest catalog, we are happy to send it to
you, just contact us!

We Design I We Manufacture I We 
Deliver
Edmund Optics® (EO) is a leading global
manufacturer and distributor of precision optics, optical assemblies and imaging components with headquarters in the USA and manufacturing facilities in the U.S. and Asia and
sales representatives around the globe. With a
portfolio of more than 27.600 products, EO
has the world’s largest inventory of optical
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MED Electronics Display Resolution
Especially medical applications require screens with ever higher
resolutions. Examination monitors should display smallest details
with very differentiated colour.

No Issue for Fibre!
A

fter displays with more than „Full High Definition“ resolution became affordable and the driving circuitry
complies with the special requirements of medical applications regarding linearity and colour reproduction, the remaining challenge is the transmission of display data from the
computer to the monitor screen.

and continuously transmitted signals interfaces used before.
The high bandwidth of signals to be transmitted sets high requirements upon the transmission medium between source and
sink, e.g. attenuation and phase response.

There is a side channel called “AUX“ which provides a significantly higher bandwidth allowing for transmission of more information than just EDID and HDCP. In opposition to existing
standards, there is no fixed mapping of graphics data to a certain pair of lines (e.g. DVI: red/green/blue/clock), and the minimum requirement for a DisplayPort link is just one lane.

According to VESA,
a signal with “maxiCONTACT
mum bandwidth“
HY-LINE Computer Components
has to be transmitVertriebs GmbH
ted over a distance
Inselkammerstr. 10
of 2m, while a full
D-82008 Unterhaching
Phone +49 89 614 503 40
HD signal (1080p,
www.hy-line.de
24bits per colour,
60Hz frame rate) for
15m. Whenever a video signal with a resolution of UHD (3840 x 2160) or 4k
(4096 x 2304) has to be transmitted, the physical properties
of a copper cable set the limitation. In medical applications,
the separation between image processing and visualization
yields in distances comprising several ten meters.

One more line signals the Hot Plug, i.e. establishing a connection between source and a sink. Adapter circuits like optical
converters can be powered from either source or sink side directly from the DisplayPort connector. At the protocol layer,
DP is using a packetized transmission instead of sequentially

For an optical fibre link, this is not an insurmountable obstacle. To overcome it, electrical signals are converted into optical at the source, and back to electrical signals at the sink. In
addition to the advantage of having unaltered data even after a
long distance transmission, the electrical isolation between

Beginning of the 2000’s, the VESA committee published the
definition of DisplayPort, a standard extending the limits of
existing video standards in every direction. Major chip vendors
like Intel are implementing the DP interface into their chips,
phasing out LVDS and DVI. Like DVI, graphics data are being
transmitted over differential pairs of lines called “Lane“.

DP
RX

Stream Source 1

DP Source
Device 2

DP
TX

Stream Source 2

DP
RX

DP
TX

DP
RX

DP
RX
DP
TX

DP
TX

physical link (cabel)
logical link (packet data)

DP Sink
Device 1
Stream Sink 2

Stream Sink 1
DP
RX

DP Sink
Device 2
Stream Sink 2

Complex Multi Stream Transport Configuration
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Figures Hy-Line
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MED Electronics Display Resolution
at 24 bits colour depth and 60Hz frame rate, without compression. It consists of a transmitter module which accepts
the graphics data from a graphics card, bundles and converts it, and outputs via two LC sockets to an optical fibre.
The receiver module converts these signals to DisplayPort
format and outputs them to the display monitor.
There are two fibres only because the high bandwidth allows for transmission of all graphics data over one fibre only. The second fibre is needed for the bi-directional communication over the AUX channel at 1Mbps.
The extender is fully transparent, being invisible and thus
requiring no specific software drivers in any operating system. It will replace a copper cable directly, bridging up to
100m distance.

DisplayPort Optical Fibre Link

server room or examination monitor and the visualisation in
the surgery rooms is added.
Rudolf Sosnowsky
is VP of Marketing and Application at
HY-LINE Computer Components Vertriebs GmbH
Unterhaching (Munich)/Germany

The DisplayPort extender DPFX-200 by Opticis implements the DisplayPort revision 1.2. Providing a total bandwidth of 21.6Gbps, it supports displays with 4k resolution
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MED Software CAD-Tools
The DeltaTower can create 3D printings of objects 110 cm high
and 55 cm wide. Even long orthoses and prosthetics of
homogenous design are now possible in manufacturing.

3D Printing – Even for
Whole Prosthetic Legs

Mit 3D-Druck lassen sich heute auch komplexe und kleinteilige Formen schnell und wirtschaftlich realisieren. Bei größeren Objekten allerdings stoßen gängige Drucker schnell an ihre Platzgrenzen, auch
beeinträchtigen Schwingungen mit zunehmender Höhe die Präzision

Conventional 3D printers work using a rail system moving
along the x, y, and z-axes. In contrast, the DeltaTower features
three high-precision linear guides and six holding arms that
move the hotend, the printing head with a hot nozzle. The
arms are controlled with belt drives, and move the printing
unit in three dimensions – the workpiece stays still on the prin-
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ting bed throughout the entire process. “This technique
means there are no vibrations of the kind typically caused by
moving print beds – and as a result, it is possible to print taller
objects,“ explains Joachim Schmidt, CEO of PICCO’s 3D
World, who sell, and provide maintenance services for the DeltaTower in Germany. The L and L Dual models can be used to
manufacture objects with a height of up to 110 cm, and a
depth and width of up to 55 cm. The latest model in the line,
which will be presented at this year’s Euromold trade fair, can
even manufacture products with a depth and width of 65 cm.
Furthermore, the printer head’s unique mounting mechanism
of the printing head allows the printer to remain extremely
quiet throughout the printing process.

Simple Installation and Operation
To achieve the very highest levels of precision and longest possible lifespan, the printer is constructed using precisely machined aluminum components. These are individually scrutinized by hand, and tested to make sure they function properly.
A heated bed, with constantly adjustable temperature, is installed on top of the base plate. The bed holds the printed object stably on the surface without damaging it. This is necessary to make sure the object does not slide during the printing
process. The device is comparatively straightforward to use, as
a sensor automatically calibrates the base surface and adjusts
it to make it even. The operator must only manually calibrate
the z-axis. For optimal results, when the printer is first set up,
the integrated screw-in feet should be adjusted to ensure it is
perfectly horizontal.
3D printers work using object models. These are normally
created with CAD software and exported in the standard STL
format. The data is mapped as a set of individual coordinates
that the printer later has to interpret and use. The file to be
used for printing can be transmitted from a computer to the
printer via USB or TCP/IP 10/100. A storage device is all that
is needed, because the DeltaTower features an integrated LCD
panel and a turn-and-click wheel. The display shows the ope-
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Figures Picco’s 3D World

3

D printing is used to manufacture patient-specific implants and small prostheses, as well as detailed models
of organs for training purposes. Many different materials – including biocompatible polyactides (PLA) – can be deployed, depending on application. This new technology is
used (among other companies) by medi, a manufacturer of
medical products. “During the development phase of new products, we always need individual components that, due to reasons of cost, cannot be manufactured using traditional methods. That’s why we are leveraging 3D printing technology in
our company in a variety of areas,“ states Patrick Bauer, who
works in medi’s R&D division. This company offers a wide range of medical devices for phlebology, orthopaedics and prosthetics – and many other areas. Bauer continues, “Because we
are requiring meter-high components with increasing regularity, the DeltaTower is ideal for us.“

MED Software CAD-Tools
rator all the important parameters – and the system also allows
the operator to adjust temperatures at all times. Objects are
printed using the fused deposition modelling (FDM) method.
In FDM, a filament of the desired material is heated up to 295
°C, making it melt. The molten material is applied layer-by-layer with a nozzle, thus forming an object.
The nozzles used in the single and dual DeltaTower models
have diameters of 0.35 mm to 0.9 mm. There is also a unit
with 7 x 0.40 mm nozzles arranged in a “shower head“ formation for rapid printing. There are also nozzles with other diameters that can be easily swapped in.
Many materials can be used for printing, including common
plastics such as PA, ABS and PETG – as well as materials particularly relevant to the medical industry, such as ceramics and
PLA, a biocompatible and biodegradable plastic. “The durability of the printed components is – depending on material and
construction – good
to very good,“ Bauer
CONTACT
explains.
PICCO’s 3D World GmbH
Güterstraße 2
The thickness of the
94469 Deggendorf
layers can be defined
Tel. +49(0)991 372139 0
Fax +49(0)991 372139 9
in line with the speciwww.piccos-3d-world.de
fic needs of the application – from 0.05

mm for fine details, to
0.5 mm for high stability
or rapid production.
The duration of the printing process depends on
how thickly the material
is applied, the size of
the product, and the
material. “You’ve got to
make a few attempts
and get a bit of experience before you start
getting good results.
However, overall, the
design and development phase for new products is much faster.

The DeltaTower’s large manufacturing
area means it can manufacture large
homogenous prosthetics, orthoses
and other medical products.

Furthermore, FDM is the cheapest method of its kind, which is
what swayed us towards 3D printing’ Bauer summarises. This
simple method – which enables manufacturing specific, individual designs without the need for any subsequent work or creating much waste – makes manufacturing small product batches, prototypes, and pilot batches cost-efficient. This means
that patient-specific medical devices can be made.

Company Profile

Imaging for Medicine – a life-saving technology
As Europe´s largest technology provider for
image processing, STEMMER IMAGING is
your ideal partner for imaging in medical
applications. Modern medicine depends on
this technology for the diagnosis and realtime monitoring of operative procedures.

STEMMER
IMAGING GmbH
Germany
Gutenbergstr. 9 – 13
82178 Puchheim
Phone +49 89 80902-0
info@ stemmer-imaging.de
www.stemmer-imaging.com

In medicine there is a wide range of medical
imaging equipment, such as endoscopes,
microscopes, X-ray, CT scans, MRIs or
operating room monitoring cameras. These
image sources use different interfaces,
resolutions, video standards, control options
etc. Installing all of these image sources in
the hospital environment and operating
imaging systems according to medical
requirements is a major challenge.
With several thousands of imaging components
available and decades of experience in the field,
STEMMER IMAGING can always provide the
right technology for your needs. This includes
components and systems for code reading and
tracking, e.g. special illumination systems to
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enable UDI code reading even on difficult
materials such as artificial joints. Imaging can
support the surgeon by supplying exact realtime navigation for surgical instrument guidance
based on the smart combination of e.g. CT or
MRI diagnosed images and live camera images.
There are many other applications in the
medical field where STEMMER IMAGING is
your perfect partner for sourcing imaging
components, systems and advice.
Imaging technology in medicine improves
diagnoses and treatments. Imaging can even
save lives. Imaging is our passion.
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MED Software Testing
Effective quality control needs a customized test strategy. Test equipment for a function test or end-of-line test usually delivers more than
just a “pass“ or “fail“ – it can also supply a wealth of other useful data.

A Clear View of the Future
C

ollected data from end-of-line or function tests constitutes valuable material for production managers. Measured currents and voltages give direct indications of
the behavior of electric and electronic components like capacitors, coils and resistors, and they supply information about the
behavior of other components – such as the power consumption of an electric motor, which can provide indications, for instance, about the condition of its bearing. Or the time taken by
a heating unit to reach a specified temperature can be taken as
an indicator of its functionality. From the measurement and recording of specific physical parameters, test planners draw
conclusions about the functional capability of the test samples. One aspect of interest is to recognize changes early on.

Thanks to its own practical experience, metrology specialist
MCD Elektronik recognized this problem very early on and developed a software tool, the “MCD Data Manager“. Originally
designed as an additional module for its own in-house development, the MCD TestManager CE, today the MCD Data
Manager is a powerful tool, useful to all test engineers and
their colleagues in production. The Data Manager can be operated in direct combination with the TestManager. However,
its numerous interfaces mean that it can also be operated in

»

Figures MCD Elektronik

The slow drifting-off of measured values, for instance, can be so
minimal to begin with that the test object is passed as satisfactory. However, the extrapolation of trends of this kind may be evidence of undesirable developments. Incidentally, this applies
not only to the test objects, but also to the test equipment itself.

The gradual drift of an important parameter may be an indication of a fault in material or production. However, it is equally
possible that in the testing unit itself, undesirable changes may
be taking place which are detrimental to the test results.Test activities produce enormous quantities of data. Many test operators try to tame the data flood with self-generated Excel charts.
The analyses – whose quality depends greatly on the talent of the
generator – have the disadvantage that they do not run parallel to
the measurements, but always constitute a “backward look“.
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Company Profile

Sphinx Tools Ltd.:
Your partner in medical technology
Sphinx Tools Ltd. sets standards for optimum quality and security. As a partner and OEM manufacturer of high-quality instruments in the field of medical technology, we have acquired an extensive
knowledge base. Our in-depth expertise is based on longstanding partnerships with leading international medical technology companies.

Sphinx Tools Ltd.
Switzerland
Gewerbestrasse 1
CH-4552 Derendingen
Phone +41 32 671 21 00
Fax +41 32 671 2111
sphinx@ sphinx-tools.ch
www.sphinx-tools.ch
Corporate profile
More than 50 years of
experience in the field of
medical technology.
Specialisation in the
manufacturing of cutting
geometries such as drills,
milling cutters, taps, etc.

www.med-eng.de

The cutting edge geometry technology from
Sphinx Tools Ltd. guarantees low torque and
thus a lower heat generation. The precisely
ground and burrless instruments are extremely
durable even under the most challenging
conditions and can be sterilised over and over
again. Our development department is a hightech Iabaratory specialising in measurements to
within a thousandth of a millimeter. We ensure
that our customers can use their instruments
with absolute precision and in the best interests
of patient health.

Quality management system
in compliance with
■■DIN ISO 9001:2008
■■EN DIN ISO 13485:2012
■■FDA registration: 9614438
Clean room
We are operable for cleaning and packaging in
accordance with GMP (Good Manufacturing
Practice) in our own clean room approved of
category 8 ISO 14644-1
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Products
■■Surgical bone drills
■■Cannulated instruments
■■Thread cutters
■■Schanz screws
■■Wire drills
■■Steinmann pins
■■Dental drills
■■Screwdrivers

Expertise
■■Long-term partner in the medical technology
sector as OEM manufacturer
■■Support with the selection of materials and
construction
■■More than 100 years of machining expertise
■■Know-how in the processing of high-quality
materials
■■High flexibility
■■Complete supplier
■■Optimal manufacturing solutions for small and
Iarge series production
■■ Delivery times according to customer’s request
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MED Software Testing
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System architecture of the MCD Data Manager

other test environments. The program analyzes measured values and generates statistics and reports. Thanks to the use of a
fast real-time database, the analysis of the measured data is
available almost in real time, after a brief processing time. Analysis can be either user-controlled or automatic. A wide range of
filter functions allow the data material to be viewed from different perspectives. In addition, an SQL interface gives direct access to the data material, thus also making it possible to implement non-standardized, user-specific queries and analyses.
The integrated Report Module supports the user in generating
his own analyses. These are stored in project files and can be
uploaded at any time. For most firms, it is important to be able
to adapt the appearance of reports freely to the company’s own
specifications, including the company logo. Export to superordinate management systems is also possible; various formats
such as Word, Excel, PDF, Text, XML, HTML and many more
are available for this. Conversely, the MCD Data Manager can
also be completely remotely controlled through software from
an external software system. An integrated script engine enables all analyses and reports to be automatically generated
and stored. The data can also be made available as WEB reports at online-workplaces as required.
Different situations call for special views of the data. For this
purpose the MCD Data Manager offers various filters, including serial number of the device under test (DUT), test mode,
test duration, or a specific time window. The results are presented in list form, but can also be displayed in graphs with
various parameters, e.g. “Top Errors“.

Early problem diagnosis
As well as the availability of currently measured data, in most
cases “trend analysis“ offers a reliable look at the future. For
this the Data Manager calculates a key trend indicator using
statistical algorithms.
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An indicator of this kind clearly shows up a
development / change in the production process or the test process. In this way an undesirable alteration in the test object can be anticipated and prevented. However, the problem may often lie in the test procedure itself.
For trend analysis of the recorded values, statistical evaluation and filtering of the individual measurements takes place first. Thus
for the trend calculation, only DUTs tested as
PASS are analyzed (“golden devices“), in order not to distort the relevant trend by actual
faults. Trend analysis can be focused on freely adjustable areas and different areas can be
compared. The trend analysis itself is performed by a weighted approximation of the measured values.

Many Uses in Daily Testing
There were good experiences with the optical swash circumference testing of contact pins. This test checks whether the
contact pins of a test item are bent. For this purpose the distance between the tip of the pin and a reference point is measured and the measured value is stored in the database.
During the commissioning of test equipment, an analysis of the
database by the MCD Data Manager was very helpful. With the
help of statistical evaluation (normal distribution) it was possible to analyze the distribution of the measured values, and
thus the degree of precision achieved. On the other hand, the
trend analysis function was helpful in determining and testing
the stability of the values. The early diagnosis of “drifting“ values was a very important criterion during commissioning, in order to ensure the stability of mechanical contact with the DUT.
As well as pure trend analysis, statistical comparison (sometimes including parameters which may at first seem unrelated) also plays a decisive role in the optimization of a production line. For this, the Data Manager offers the possibility of
comparing measured values, automatically optimizing the limit values for a measuring point, and simulating the effects
this has on production as a whole. Thus, by using the Data Manager in the production of audio amplifiers and optimizing several tolerances at the inline testing stage (i.e. before final assembly), it was possible to reduce the end-of-line (EOL) failure rate by 20 percent.

CONTACT
MCD Elektronik GmbH
D-75214 Birkenfeld
Phone +49(0)7231 78405 0
Fax +49(0)7231 78405 10
www.mcd-elektronik.de
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Lean Requirements
Engineering
T

raditional development processes that reached innovation and quality through a cumbersome development
process are no longer appropriate. Studies of Vector
Consulting Services show that especially in critical softwareintensive systems, the cost of rework on the product life cycle
can be reduced by 30 to 50 percent by improving the requirements engineering.

For example, if quality requirements are misunderstood, problems will arise with concerning usability, security and performance. Since clinical workflows are difficult to model due to
their high combinatorial complexity and a rather low standardization but also their ad-hoc character, medical requirements engineering must exhibit specific techniques for medical and health care needs.

Increasingly, companies put their development on a diet. Cost
reduction is the dominant goal, but it is also about shorter cycle times, faster implementation of innovations and thus to
compete in global competition. Lean and agile means achieving business objectives with an efficient and flexible process.
The case study shows how lean requirements engineering (LeanRE) can be used for cost optimization. Our framework was
the implementation of Lean Development in medical technology.

We want to show the benefits of systematic requirements engineering by means of a case study with development of an
imaging platform for medical technology. A distributed IT system was developed that is specifically adapted according to
the respective hospital needs and environments. It included
more than five thousand requirements and had several hundred developers at different locations worldwide. Lean Development was combined with requirements engineering, to
specify for customer-oriented requirements and progressively
refine the outcome. The need for a clear feature orientation
was met with product line engineering. Our starting point for
the improvement was an analysis of the current state of practice.

The push for innovation in healthcare is accelerating constantly and accordingly the demands placed on medical technology are growing. In order to shorten lengthy development
and approval processes, many companies change their development approaches towards iterative and concurrent engineering approaches. However, without systematic requirements engineering the probability is high that a project fails.

Software-intensive critical
systems in medical technology
are under immense market
pressure. While they must be
technologically innovative, and
exhibit safety without any compromise, the global markets require an ever shorter cycle time
with simultaneous efficiency
pressure. The answer to this is
increased productivity through
lean and efficient development
processes.
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Based on these observations, the life cycle has been carefully
adapted. Unlike typical increment structures, which are derived from the requirements based on dependencies, our focus
was a direct reference to the requirements development. The
implemented approach 'Feature-Oriented Requirements Engineering', based on the principles of Lean RE, had the following properties:

+

Feature Model, which is maintained for internal dependencies (e.g. variant management, testing, and documentation) and
external relationships (e.g., marketing, product management)
and is at the heart of all engineering artifacts. All requirements
are modeled first at the previous feature model and evaluated before they are specified in detail and taken into the product.

+

Value-oriented evaluation of all features in order to preserve the economic perspective of Lean Development from the
requirement elicitation to the feature prioritization to delivery.
The marginal value of new and updated functions must be
transparent at all times.

+

Graphical modeling of workflows to support the user and
usage of every requirement, and to quickly uncover dependencies as well as errors. The user benefit must be tangible on the
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The marginal utility of new and changed functionalities needs to be comprehensible at any time.

basis of workflows in the language of the user, because only on
such basis a market-oriented product development and positioning is possible.

+

Architecture-based modeling provides a clear link between the external view (Why? business benefits; What? requirements, features) and the internal perspective (How? architecture, modules, code, test cases) and thus achieves consistency without overheads. The existing architectural model has
been adapted to provide the link at any time from the feature
model, and in order to model and maintain variabilities.

+

Incremental Requirements Engineering with a direct link
to project management in order to achieve earned-value implementation.

Practical Experiences
Our experiences with Lean RE in the field of medical technology can be transferred well to other application domains. Let
us briefly highlight the major experiences in implementing
Lean Requirements Engineering in concrete projects:

1. Separation of problem and solution space. The development of a solution affects the view and understanding of the
underlying problem. With the clear separation of the problem
and solution space, the subsequent change requests can be
effectively reduced. We achieved a better handling for early
impact analysis and estimation of the necessary changes to
existing architecture and systems.

2. Increased understanding of customer requirements. Users
often have an implicit understanding of the requirements.
However, they are often unable to articulate precisely what
they need. They want to achieve a benefit which still needs to
be described and translated to specifications. These requirements should be refined as early as possible. We use a glossary
that guarantees the connection to the user language, as well as
rapid prototyping to create concepts for user interfaces.

3. Storyboards for workflows with high share of user interfaces. The Storyboard is a container for related requirements,
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user interface visualization and test cases. It allows representing the case of application but also failure modes, and is refined iteratively with time boxing. For security requirements we
specifically apply abuse cases, misuse cases and confuse cases.

4. Structured requirements for planning and budgeting. At
the beginning of a project, the additional effort to provide better structure must be invested. According to our experiences,
project managers should estimate about 8-10 percent of the
project budget for requirements and related architecture analysis. This will improve understanding of dependencies between features and thus reduces errors from not understanding
complex behaviors and previous implementations. According
to our experience, the appropriate requirements structure will
be achieved with three to four iterations. This achieves the necessary stability for the further evolution of the solution. The
requirements should be best organized hierarchically along
certain functional, that is clinical, domains.

5. Development of a suitable model for traceability. Ad hoc links
between requirements and results of the specification to the test
cases and documentation without a clear strategy will always reduce the quality and thus foster rework. Therefore, traceability
must be established with a clear focus and content orientation. It
must define the necessary artifacts that need to be linked, specify
the granularity and describe mechanisms for methodology and its
implementation in underlying ALM/PLM tools. For medical-technical applications, a well-maintained and intuitive traceability is
crucial for market approval such as by FDA regulations. It is essential to maintain the dependency relationships. We recommend to determine the responsibilities for continuous maintenance of traceability relationships in advance and to foresee the
necessary effort. This also facilitates an early impact analysis and
earned-value based progress tracking and cost control on the basis of implemented and tested requirements.

6. Disciplined use of standards and reviews. Only with
clear internal guidelines for requirements engineering, for
the work product structure and for procedures and responsibilities, there is some guarantee that the results are consistent across all products for solution development and
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CONTACT

can be economically maintained, as is
required in clinical practice today. We
Vector Consulting Services GmbH
recommend the use of industry stanD-70499 Stuttgart
dards, which are adapted to the needs
Phone + 49(0)711 80670 1525
of the project. Document templates
www.vector.com/consulting
allow compliance with documentation standards. In addition, standards
facilitate the necessary routine for reviews, which are often neglected under project pressure – with the result of
complicated and time-consuming rework.

Laser
Plastic
Welding

Conclusion
The introduction and systematic implementation of lean requirements engineering needs effort both in development as well as at the sources of requirements,
i.e. product management, product marketing and sales. Often this effort is seen
as too high and too time-consuming, so that the requirements continue to triple
ad hoc in the project where they are implemented in piecemeal fashion and with
lots of rework – until once more a project misses its goals or must be aborted. From
the many failed change projects which we have seen we know the dilemma: Improvements in methodology, processes, training and tools are not addressed because the initial effort to initiate these improvements is considered to be too high.
No surprise that 60% of all change projects fail. It is not the lack of technology,
but the lack of professional change management competence.
Therefore, it is necessary to capture the benefits of Lean Requirements Engineering quantitatively and to prove that the expenditure for the Requirements Engineering create a return on the investments. A profound cost-benefit analysis,
which we conducted in the underlying medical case study showed that the feature-oriented requirements engineering approach can save about 15 to 20 percent of an annual R&D budget. The benefits are distributed as follows across project cost: Product definition (25 percent), project planning (23 percent), architecture (7 percent) and improved verification and reviews (45 percent).
The benefits of lean requirements engineering can be related to several factors.
Some, such as better delivery accuracy or less rework, create directly tangible benefits. Others, such as customer satisfaction, are more opportunistic and become
tangible in the form of good, lasting customer relationships with further projects.
Overall, our experience has shown that a doubling of the effort for Requirements
Engineering towards 10 per cent of project budget in the areas of methodology,
processes, training and tool support will deliver project benefits of more than 20
percent. That is a return on investment of more than 4, even by only considering
the directly measurable benefits. Reason enough for you to evolve your own requirements engineering
towards 'Lean'.

Clear-Clear Welding
without Additives
The LPKF PrecisionWeld joins
transparent components using
the new ClearJoining method.
How? Find out at MEDTEC
Europe 2016.

MEDTEC Europe: 12 – 14 April, 2016
Stuttgart/Germany, Hall 7, Booth C11

Dr. Christof Ebert
is Managing Director of Vector Consulting Services, where he
supports companies worldwide in product development, IT
and change processes.

LPKF WeldingQuipment GmbH
Phone +49 (911) 669859-0
info.laserwelding@lpkf.com www.lpkf.com

Arnold Rudorfer
is program manager for the development of a system platform
at Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics.
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Modern medicine now harnesses graph databases in order to revolutionize the treatment of diseases such as cancer, ensuring
patients receive the most effective drugs as early as possible.

How graph technology
can save lives
A

huge array of drugs already exists to treat the various
forms of cancer, with more brought to market every day,
but part of the problem concerning current treatment is
the inability of many medical professionals to access the information they need to effectively match the best drugs to individual patients. Patient specific factors such as age, gender,
cancer type, disease progression and specific gene mutations
can all play a significant role in determining how effective one
drug is compared to a similar alternative.
While there is an ever growing body of global research on how
these factors can affect the way an individual responds to certain
drugs, there is currently no centralized database containing all of
this key information. A lot of it remains siloed in research facilities, inaccessible to the individual doctors tasked with making
the critical decisions around patient treatment. Of the databases
that are currently existent, few are intelligent enough to allow for
tailored searches based on critical patient specific factors.

How Can Graphs Help?
Graph databases excel in tasks related to search and recommendation because they not only store information about individual things, but also the relationships between those things.
This capability allows users to ask questions that were previously not possible with traditional database technologies.
The data relationships stored in the graph database can express the nature of each connection (e.g. drug family, type of
cancer targeted) and capture any number of qualitative or
quantitative facts about that relationship (e.g. optimal dosage
level, treatment success rate, effectiveness against X mutations, date brought to market). Once uploaded to a graph database, an entirely new set of relationship-based questions can
be asked, opening up new possibilities.
When applied to cancer treatment, this means doctors can ask
questions like the following one, to help tailor treatments to
individual patients: “Find all cancer treatment drugs available
since 2012 which have proved most effective in treating stage
two ovarian cancer in women under the age of 30.“ The result
is to assist medical professionals in recommending better
treatments, using data relationships to increase precision and
accuracy.

Another reason of the wide and rapid adoption of graphs is its
performance. Neo4j is up to 1,000 times faster than relational
databases for working with connected data. And its graph-based search features have helped to tap into new insights for
competitive advantage. Users can structure their data exactly
as it occurs and carry out searches based on this structure.

Sample: A graph based computer system helps discover which pharmaceuticals are available.
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Neo4j provides a database model and language that supports
this. It assigns a variety of rich metadata to content for rapid
search and retrieval, so you get fast, accurate search results in
real time. In addition to speed, companies can easily change
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Neo4j 1,000 Times Faster than Relational Databases
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their data and its structure and add a wide variety of new data
due to its built-in flexibility.

Leading the Charge
Annai Systems, a genomics and data management company
based in Silicon Valley, recently commissioned a research
team to create a new system capable of helping doctors make
the most informed decisions possible when considering the
most effective treatment of patients with ovarian cancer. The
team knew that the key to solving the challenge was finding a
way to effectively combine all of the existing (but siloed) research, knowledge, and data into a single, standardised database that could quickly analyse all factors and provide recommendations based on this information.
They identified around 20 individual databases containing three
key types of information that were critical to the decision making
process:

1. Patient data – Biological information on individual pa-

The team then entered all of the information from the 20 different databases into a single Neo4j graph database, refining/standardising the information and evolving the relationships between the data sets as they went. After several months
they had built a comprehensive, uniformed database and could
connect all of the different treatment options with specific patient biomarkers, producing a ranked list of treatments for each
based on its effectiveness (drawn from the empirical data). The
result is a fast, efficient way to pinpoint the best course of action for an individual based on their unique patient characteristics, reducing the need for trial and error, and saving precious time in the fight against the disease. The solution is now
being implemented by a medical firm specialising in ovarian
cancer treatment and databases of this type are expected to play
a key role in continuously improving
CONTACT
cancer treatment for
Neo Technology
the next decade.
D-80639 München
Phone +49(0)151 67304361
www.neo4j.com

tients and the specific factors of their illness
2. Reference data – Existing gene and drug information from
around the world
3. Experience data – Information in the form of research
papers and clinical trials into different cancer mutations and
the best drugs to treat them

Holger Temme
Area Director CEMEA, Neo Technology
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Medical Grade Mounting Solutions
“Made in Germany”

CIM med GmbH
Germany
Margot-Kalinke-Straße 9
80939 Munich
Germany
Phone +49 89 978 94 08 0
Fax +49 89 978 94 08 29
info@ cim-med.com
www.cim-med.com
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The German manufacturer CIM med® sets
new standards in medical mounting systems.
It is the first company in the world which
successfully integrates the cables connected
to medical devices into a carrier arm.
The patented cable integrated mounting
solution is efficiency at its best: Not only the
time for cleaning is extremely reduced, but
also the infection rates have significantly
decreased. Whilst preventing cable damage,
the mount creates the highest hygienic and
aesthetic environment.
Founded in 2007 and based in Munich, CIM
med® develops, manufactures and sells its
medical grade mounting systems for medical
devices, such as patient monitors, anesthesia
units and PACS systems. Besides a large
portfolio of standardized products CIM med®
acts as a international partner for manufacturers of med-tech (OEM), distributors and
health facilities with specialized solutions for
modern hospitals and medical practices.
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CIM med® is an ISO certified company and
regularly audited by OEMs. A 6-fold safety

factor, 5 year warranty and conformity with
MDD 93/42 ECC as well as EN 60601-1, 3rd
edition prove CIM med’s obligation to offer
safe and superior quality products.
By now, CIM med® mounting systems are
operating in over 50 countries world-wide and
are found in numerous well-known institutions, including Duke University, USA, the
Royal London Hospital, the Kitasato University Clinic in Tokyo and the Klinikum rechts
der Isar in Munich.
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TÜV Rheinland has mobilized itself: with special services that
make allowance for complete information security in the healthcare sector and provide extensive protection against cyber attacks.

In the Hackers' Crosshairs: Cyber Security in
the Healthcare Sector
D

igitalization has spread through the medical world like
never before. Doctors have a tablet PC instead of a
clipboard on visits, digital patient files are passed on
to colleagues via the internet for consultation: Networking, on
one hand, provides fantastic opportunities to enhance the patient's well-being. On the other hand, however, it increases digital vulnerability.
In 2014, the number of cyber attacks around the world rose to
a new record high. Independent of this area of industry, about
95 percent of all company networks are more or less at a high
level of threat from advanced malware and advanced persistent threats .
A magnitude that could aid as orientation for companies in the
healthcare sector, too. For a long time, companies concentrated mainly on fulfilling comprehensive compliance requirements. This primarily dealt with preventing infringements of
data protection and internal data leaks. Cyber security matters, which above all open the many interfaces up to attack,
were – apart from a few isolated cases – far less of a priority to
the healthcare sector.
How this can be avenged is evident by taking a look at the current statistics of the US healthcare sector: According to OpenSky, the US subsidiary of TÜV Rheinland for IT services, cyber
security and compliance, about 94 percent of organizations
encounter security holes.
More than 88 percent of American health specialists access
patient files via unsecured smartphones. Therefore, it is no
wonder that the USA records approximately 17,000 unauthorized viewings of patient data on a daily basis and about two
million people each year are victims of identity theft in the
healthcare sector. The incentives are lucrative: One patient
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file can fetch up to 500 dollars on the black market. Credit
card details with a current “trading value“ of about 1 dollar on
the “Dark Net“ are hardly worth the (hacker's) effort.

Detecting Cyber Attacks Quickly and Limiting
them
To systematically enhance information security in the healthcare sector, TÜV Rheinland offers active support. The specialists for cyber security provide support to service organizations
such as hospitals, medical insurance companies, clinics, doctors' surgeries and billing companies in the design and implementation of information security within existing IT networks
in which e.g. image-producing systems such as computer tomography are incorporated.
To reduce cyber risks as far as possible, the experts help organizations introduce an Information Security Management
System (ISMS) as well as optimize running processes. In addition, TÜV Rheinland assists organizations in warding off targeted complex cyber attacks, against which conventional security solutions are no longer effective. Experience shows that detection of these attacks often overwhelms companies in the
daily routine. To relieve the load on the internal IT department's limited resources, TÜV Rheinland deploys a highly
qualified rapid reaction unit.

CONTACT
TÜV Rheinland
D-51105 Köln
Phone +49(0)221 80640 50
www.tuv.com/informationssicherheit
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The specialists are
trained to detect cyber attacks quickly
and limit them effectively. The Computer Security Incident
Response
Team, or CSIRT for
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short, is a type of fire and rescue team that companies can call
if they think they have been a victim of hacking. So far, the services of CSIRT have not only been called on by companies in
the healthcare sector but also by DAX companies as well as
medium-sized organizations from many other areas of industry. The trend is rising.
The basis for deployment is a “CSIRT SLA“ (Service Level
Agreement). If the organization suspects a security-relevant
incident, it reports this to TÜV Rheinland's Support Center.
The center determines whether the incident is genuine and
communicates preliminary recommendations to the local IT
specialists on how to proceed.
Often, all that is necessary is for the experts to look at the affected systems with the customer, e.g. via a web conference.
On-site deployment will become necessary if a CSIRT sensor
system has not been integrated yet into in the infrastructure or
if an advanced analysis of the systems concerned is desirable
or appropriate. The main aim is to understand the attack scenario as well as possible so that the right countermeasures can
be determined and implemented.
The sensor system analyses the network traffic and, based on
a so-called “multi-flow“ analyzis method, picks out suspicious documents and executables in various operating systems and applications. From their behavior, it can be determined which systems in the corporate network are affected,
how they have been attacked, with which malware servers
(command & control servers) they communicate and which
data have been transmitted.

are not always the sensible choice as malware developers
have no trouble in identifying these kinds of environments
or the presence of debuggers and then accordingly do nothing or give the analysts other tasks to deal with.
To be prepared for any contingencies, the deployment of a
CSIRT team should follow an assessment. Using a BlackBox, TÜV Rheinland monitors the company's incoming and
outgoing data for four weeks. The specialists can then say
how and to what degree the organization has already been
attacked and what action need to be taken.

Directive for Information Security
Not just organizations in the healthcare sector but also individual items of medical equipment are becoming increasingly popular targets for hackers and are therefore under the threat of functional impairments or operational failures. With these risks in
mind, it is likely that the regulatory specifications of the supervisory boards will become stricter. It is now necessary to make
allowance for security aspects even in the development phase of
equipment and within the scope of risk management. For experts it is only a matter of time before cyber security becomes a
requirement in Europe for medical equipment registration and
approval. Therefore, TÜV Rheinland is supporting the manufacturers of medical equipment even now in the area of product inspection and application security with security analyses.

Already Hacked or Not? Assessment Provides
Clues
Based on this knowledge and taking advantage of additional security components that the customers often already
have, such as proxies, firewalls, anti-virus software etc.,
the CSIRT team develops strategies and actions to deal
with the attack. It creates an isolated environment in which
to work with potentially harmful code. Virtual environments

Frank Melber
is Head of Business Development IT Security TÜV Rheinland

Dr. Daniel Hamburg
is Head of Security Engineering TÜV Rheinland
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Cicor Group – Innovation for success

Cicor
Management AG
Switzerland
Leutschenbachstrasse 95
8050 Zurich
Phone +41 43 811 44 05
info@ cicor.com
www.cicor.com

Cicor is a solutions provider with worldwide
operations and a globally unique portfolio of
services and technologies. The latest discoveries combined with many years of experience, state-of-the-art technologies together
with exceptional expertise make Cicor a
dependable and innovate partner in the
development and production of compelling
solutions for every aspect of electronics.
The Cicor Group offers comprehensive
outsourcing services and expert consulting
for electronic applications. As a complete
solutions provider, we work with clients to
develop innovative products and services that
meet market needs while both staying
abreast of the latest trends and ensuring
effective practical application.
Our broad portfolio of innovative technologies,
services and global production capacities
offer the right solution for even the most
demanding needs such as high-tech and
high-reliability applications. Consistent high
quality, maximum traceability, rapid prototyping, flexible choice of materials, miniaturization, cost-control and development and
assembly services make Cicor an excellent
partner, meeting the needs with new ideas
and innovative solutions.

nesia and China), we employ our synergies to
offer solutions based on long-term know-how.

Technological leadership through
innovation
As a leading manufacturer of sophisticated
microelectronics and high-quality substrates,
we offer a broad range of state-of-the-art
products and services. In the area of microelectronics we can offer you the latest technologies in packaging, assembly and interconnection techniques. In the field of
substrate manufacturing and processing, we
are characterized by the production of highly
complex rigid, flexible and rigid-flexible
printed circuit boards and substrates using
thin- and thick-film technology. In close
collaboration with you, we develop and
produce sophisticated products from prototype to large-scale production. Throughout,
we offer the utmost process consistency and
continually updated production facilities, to
ensure customer satisfaction through consistent high quality with absolute adherence to
delivery deadlines.

About Cicor

Innovative technology solutions for every
aspect of your electronics
Cicor is an electronics service provider with
an international structure and a broad range
of production capabilities in printed circuit
board assembly, system assembly and box
building, control cabinet construction, cable
assembly and in the areas of toolmaking and
plastic injection molding. We offer complete
outsourcing solutions for development and
manufacturing of electronic component
assemblies as well as complete devices and
systems. As a company with global operations and production sites in Switzerland,
Romania and Asia (Singapore, Vietnam, Indo-
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Cicor is a globally active group of leading
companies in the electronics industry. It is
organized into two Divisions: Advanced
Microelectronics & Substrates (AMS) and
Electronic Solutions (ES). The Group’s
companies provide complete outsourcing
services and a broad range of technologies
for the manufacture of highly complex PCBs,
3D-MID solutions, hybrids and electronic
modules. With around 1950 employees at
eleven production sites worldwide, the Group
supplies high-quality customized solutions to
clients in Europe, the US and Asia. The
shares of Cicor Technologies Ltd. are listed
on the SIX Swiss Exchange (CICN). For
further information, please visit our website
www.cicor.com.
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Computational Modeling
and Regulatory Decision
Making for
Medical Devices
W

ith multiple stakeholders involved, the need for a
single organization to help foster collaboration between everyone is apparent.

The Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC), formed in
2012, is a public private partnership between industry, government (including FDA, Centers of Medicare and Medicaid,
National Institute of Health) and other interested parties, software manufacturers and medical device manufacturers. Its vision is to create an opportunity for all stakeholders to come together and collaborate on regulatory science. To meet 21st
century demands and technologies, new ways to demonstrate
device safety and cost effectiveness must be found.
The MDIC has three major projects that identify new methods
and tools for demonstrating medical devices. The Patient Centered Benefit Risk (PCBR) assessment project is looking at

Life Sciences – biomedical devices, diagnostics and
pharmaceutical – are experiencing change in how technologies
are being developed. Industry
leaders are turning to numerical
simulation to reduce costs and
risks, foster innovation, augment
diagnostics and trials, and create
better products. But, the adoption and proliferation of Computational Modeling and Simulation
(CM&S) in Life Sciences is at its
nascent stage.
MEDengineering INTERNATIONAL 2016

Cardiovascular simulation with STAR-CCM+ showing streamlines and
velocity through a stent

bringing the patient’s voice and needs into medical device assessment. The Clinical Trial Innovation & Reform (CTIR) project focuses on introducing U.S. products to market faster as
well as ways to do more simple trials based on electronic medical records and collected data. The last is the Computational Modeling and Simulation (CM&S) project to facilitate the
use and acceptance of simulation tools in the regulatory review process.

Fostering Collaboration at MDIC
At MDIC, all three of these groups should experience overlap
to realize the vision of using numerical simulation to advance
medical device innovation. For example, the CM&S working
group recently had a presentation at a CTIR project workshop.
The presentation showed that by using virtual patients from
CM&S, the number of real patients necessary in a clinical trial
can be reduced. In addition to demonstrating the device in a
safe, effective and faster manner, CM&S can also augment trials where recruiting real patients is difficult. This is a strong
example of the collaboration between these two projects.
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The PCBR project recently released its framework document. A major focus was on demonstration projects for evaluating a patient’s preference or a patient population's preference or risk tolerance for medical devices. This served as
a clear example of the willingness of patients to use devices
that have been demonstrated through virtual patients, and
can also be used as evidence to support bringing the device
to market.

A Case for CM&S in Trials & Reimbursement
Despite the apparent benefits of CM&S, it is still not overwhelmingly accepted in Life Sciences. Dawn Bardot, Senior Program Manager, Modeling & Simulation at MDIC, says that
while CM&S can be relied upon for making business decisions
and root cause analysis, it is still not prevalent in the areas
where medical device companies face major expenditures:
clinical trials and reimbursement.
“Clinical trials account for approximately 50 percent of the cost
to bring the product to market, but numerical simulation, which
has the ability to keep these costs down, is not being utilized,“
Bardot said. “The other biggest opportunity is in the reimbursement stage, where these models can be used to answer questions
for the reimbursement agencies.“ According to Bardot, MDIC is
the only outlet where stakeholders can foster cooperation and discuss how to overcome the obstacles CM&S is faced with, and is

focused on that collaboration as a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization.

Regulatory Uncertainty
One of the major challenges of such a highly regulated industry is
that vendors and users alike are looking to regulatory agencies for
guidance as to how to incorporate CM&S into the total product life
cycle. MDIC believes that while return on investment and the
amount of specialization needed to use CM&S at the regulatory
stage are stiff challenges, the biggest obstacle is regulatory uncertainty. But this hurdle can be cleared by having examples
where CM&S is leveraged at the regulatory stage, and making this
information public.
Also, demonstration projects to showcase the utility and credibility of CM&S in the regulatory phase are needed to overcome this
uncertainty. Another challenge is for vendors to accept and understand the expectations of regulatory agencies. More examples
and use from vendors will help the FDA explore framework and validity and offer feedback on CM&S tools. At this time, such collaboration occurs one-on-one between a sponsor/vendor and the
agency. What is needed is a grand challenge that can bring together academics, industry and regulators; a challenge similar to
the race to the moon or the genomic project that is given to the
community. It is incumbent to identify what exactly that challenge is for this community.
Company Profile

MIKROP AG –
your supplier for miniaturized quality optics

MIKROP AG
Switzerland
Industriestrasse 22
9301 Wittenbach
Phone +41 (0)71 292 10 80
info@mikrop.ch
www.mikrop.ch

As a worldwide leader in technology Mikrop
offers high-precision optical systems in the
field of miniaturized medical devices.
Since 35 years, we develop, manufacture and
mount highly complex, miniaturized optical
components and assemblies. Mikrop is one
of only few companies worldwide to manu
facture high precision lenses and assemblies
starting at diameters of just 0.30 mm.
Mikrop is the source for Swiss precision
miniature optics serving all high-tech markets.
Our lenses, objectives and optics are amongst
the smallest imaging devices in the world.
Our Products and Services Include

Integrated Complete Solutions: Optical and
mechanical design, production of prototypes,
serial production and assembly
Optical Assemblies: Multi-element assemblies
comprising lenses, prisms and housings,
cemented compact optical groups
Spherical Lenses: All types of single lenses,
doublets and triplets, rod lenses, miniaturized
lenses, lenses with conical edge
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Mechanical: Lens housings, precision assemblies, optical mounts
Off the shelf and customizable Products

Standard Micro Objectives: for different
camera formats from 1/2 inch down to 1/10
inch or even smaller, with different FieldOf-View’s from narrow to wide fields,
adjustable to customer design parameters
For Customers and Applications in

• Endoscopy
• Medical Engineering
• Micro Camera Modules
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Thermal and flow analysis inside an infant incubator using STAR-CCM+: Devices like incubators can get regulatory approval using
simulation as evidence.

Current Applications of CM&S
CD-adapco, the largest privately held Computational Fluid Dynamics-focused provider of Computer Aided Engineering software, is currently directing its focus in Life Sciences on multidisciplinary, multiphysics simulations in STAR-CCM+®, its
flagship simulation software tool. This focus in important in
regulatory science as medical devices are natively multiphysics oriented with the interaction between the biological and
engineering component, making it imperative for code manufacturers to consider multiphysics.
Application areas of CM&S, such as in the analyzation of blood
flows and in respiratory analysis, are growing in popularity. In
addition, biophysics – describing devices that either interact
with or are implanted in the human – is also experiencing
increased CM&S applications. Outside the body, there are external components of the medical device process interest, such as
items like ; things like dialysis machines. In the qualification of
devices, modeling the manufacturing process and understanding the risk and liability is becoming important. In the total product development cycle, CM&S can be informative in multiple
aspects.
Bardot says, CM&S applications are also being increasingly seen
in diagnostics and patient monitoring. “There will be opportunities for CM&S to help inform citizen scientists, whether it is in the
context of medical devices or health apps,“ she said. “For example, asthmatic systems are trying to understand triggers and the
need for an inhaler. Environmental conditions are crucial here.
Based on big data, these systems can predict triggers but they
can also rely on atmospheric condition models to monitor environmental changes. The predictive understanding from CM&S
and the empirical observations from big data can come together
to work for health apps and medical devices. It will be interesting
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to see where the discussion goes around diagnostics using CM&S.
Modeling can play a supporting role in treatment planning, interventional planning, device positioning, etc. CM&S can also help
in the physician training realm.“ Bardot believes end users and
vendor should more often use CM&S throughout the entire product development cycle to validate their models at every step and
document their findings as the processes develop as credibility of
the models and documentation of the processes is important.

The Way Forward
Code manufacturers are surprisingly open to collaborative efforts. Many end users are single users or smaller teams, and
the code vendors can help them through established processes, automated scripts, cloud-sourced HPC nodes, code verification suites and so on. Vendors like CD-adapco can support
both end users and regulatory organizations during the entirety of this process. “We have to recognize that in this complex
space, none of us have all the tools and knowledge to go alone,“
Bardot said. “We have to explore a cooperation model to fiercely
compete but collaborate where the information is shareable.
CM&S has been used in regulatory submission for decades. In angioplasty, there was a device approved for market based solely on
simulation. The technology from code manufacturers is ready.
The people using these technologies are ready. MDIC wants the
stakeholders to know that modeling is ready to use.

CONTACT
CD-adapco
200 Shepherds Bush Road
UK-W6 7 NL London
Phone +44(0)20 7471 6200
www.cd-adapco.com
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Our goal is to find a
grand challenge for
the community so we
can establish verification and validation
benchmarks and foster cooperation.“
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MED Electronics Embedded Systems
Medical imaging technologies can use GPGPU-based embedded
computer modules not just to display but also to process computeintensive raw data, thereby delivering higher quality results faster.

Better Together:
CPUand GPU
B

units – so-called General Purpose Graphics Processing
Units, or GPGPUs for short, that are available on computeron-modules as application-ready and flexibly integrable
computing cores.
The strength of GPGPU-based calculations is their parallel
processing capability. For this purpose, GPGPUs integrate
several hundreds to thousands of processing units in Single
Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) engines. As their name
implies, they can process a single operation on many data
points in parallel. In imaging technology, for example, this
would be all calculations that are required to compute a line

Figures Congatec

efore signal data from medical imaging applications
such as ultrasound, x-ray, MRI, CT, or digital video
endoscopy can be displayed on a monitor, a huge
amount of often highly complex calculations must be performed. And demands increase constantly: Image quality and
resolution are expected to be higher and higher while processing times must get shorter. This applies in every performance class – from mobile ultrasound devices to high-performance MRIs in real time. To stay competitive, manufacturers are looking for ever more powerful hardware that can
support increasingly faster and better imaging. For some
time now, they have been able to use programmable graphics

Computer modules with GPGPU support replace DSPs or FPGAs
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or complete image frame or video recording. If an image line
consists of 4096 pixels (4K) with 16 bit color information,
you need approximately 8.2 clock cycles for one image line
and 17,700 clock cycles for a complete image frame for one
operation if there are 500 processing units in the GPU. With
a GPU clock speed of 800 MHz and 400 GFlops computing
power, a complete 4K image can be processed within 22
microseconds. For ultrasound devices, that currently have
significantly lower resolutions, this is more than adequate.
However, it is not enough to display MRI data in real time with
complex algorithms. This is because an algorithm often uses
thousands of such operations. The most powerful graphics
cards today offer several teraflops of computing power, so are
capable of representing even MRI data in real time. For many
developers of imaging technologies, GPGPUs are therefore a
welcome alternative to DSPs or FPGAs.

A Substitute for DSPs and FPGAs
There are several reasons that speak for GPGPUs instead of
DSPs or FPGAs. First, they are relatively standardized and
therefore easier to program. Secondly, they are already part of
the architecture that is also used for the visualization. Another
important argument, however, is performance: It increases
faster in GPGPUs than with DSPs or FPGAs, as there is a huge
demand for ever higher resolutions and better graphics in the
consumer market. This is why there is such an enormous team
of developers working on ever more efficient solutions that become ready for market even faster. Demand also ensures that
GPGPUs can be offered at attractive prices. For the programming of GPGPUs, OpenCL has established itself as an
open standard. It is supported by all major processor and GPU
manufacturers such as Intel® and AMD, as well as ARM and
NVIDIA. This comprehensive support by chipmakers provides
a solid basis for long-term development and compatibility.

Hardware Independence
Since OpenCL abstracts the underlying hardware, the generated code can be ported from one platform to another. The individual workloads are automatically distributed optimally between the defined – if necessary virtual – system’s available
compute units. This ensures the best possible performance at
minimum power consumption. Thanks to this high level of
abstraction, OEMs become independent of the hardware used
and can develop hardware and software separately. As a result,
companies benefit from shorter time to market and reduced
R&D expenses. This is particularly true in comparison to using
FPGAs and DSPs, where each new generation often requires
new programming effort.

Ultrasound-guided needle navigation system based on congatec module with AMD Embedded G-Series

together with the I/O controller hub in a single chip, thereby
providing a highly integrated solution. There are two distinct
performance classes: One for movable or stationary systems;
and one for portable and mobile devices. For x86, both Intel
and AMD processors are suitable.

AMD Embedded R-Series SoC Processors
The AMD Embedded R-Series SoC processors are the latest
GPGPU SoCs. They stand out through their high-performance
AMD Radeon™ HD graphics. They provide a maximum theoretical compute power of 819 GFlops. So, a 4K image with
4096 x 2160 pixels can be processed with up to 92,570 operations per second. In addition to these pure performance figures it is interesting to note that the new AMD Embedded RSeries SoCs offer a TDP with a wide scalability from 12 W to 35
W. This means they can even power fanless, completely sealed
and therefore particularly hygienic and robust designs.

Heterogeneous System Architecture 1.0
The new AMD R-Series also brings support of the Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) 1.0 specification to x86
for the first time. Released by the HSA Foundation in March
2015, HSA 1.0 is designed to optimize the use of OpenCL.
For this purpose, HSA defines a standardized platform design to unify the programming of all the SoC’s processing
units. This requires the processors to have a memory that can
be shared by all processing units. The new AMD Embedded
R-Series supports DDR4 RAM with ECC, which provides significantly more bandwidth than DDR3. This enables developers to use GPGPU performance even more effectively than if
just relying on OpenCL.

The New Intel® Core™ Processors

Even with independence from a specific hardware, developers still need attractive platforms with promising GPU or
GPGPU roadmaps. Next to high-end systems with multiple
parallel graphics cards, SoC-based solutions are well suited
for compact medical devices. SoCs integrate CPU and GPU

Intel® also recently introduced new processors with powerful,
integrated GPGPUs: The 5th and 6th generation of the Intel®
Core™ architecture. The offering scales from 15 W Intel®
Core™ processors for mobile ultrasound devices to server-onmodules with Intel® Xeon® processors in the 45 W class and
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Imaging
with SoCs

Processors

Stationary Embedded
or movable R-Series
systems

GPGPU
max.
Performance TDP
[GFlops]
[Watt]
819

congatec module

35

Intel® Iris Pro Graphics 6300 for stationary systems. In the
most powerful version they provide vision systems with a
GPGPU performance of up to 883.2 GFlops at 1150 MHz.
This corresponds to a theoretical capacity of 99,830 operations per second executed on a 4K image.

Intel® Pentium and Celeron SoCs
conga-TR3
Core and
®
Xeon
processors

883

45

Portable
Celeron &
and mobi- Pentium
le systems processors

358

6

conga-TS97

The latest Intel® Pentium and Celeron SoC processors (formerly
codenamed Braswell) are available with a TDP of 4 W to 6 W.
While they use Intel® Graphics Gen8, like 5th generation Intel®
Core™ processors, the number of execution units in these lowpower processors is limited to a maximum of 16. Performance
therefore peaks at 358.4 GFlops per second. This computing
power allows some 40,500 operations for a 4K image.

AMD Embedded G-Series SoCs
conga-TCA4
Embedded
G-Series

154*

25

conga-TCG
*2013 performance values; new performance class expected shortly.

GPGPU-based processor modules from congatec for stationary and
portable imaging devices

The AMD Embedded GSeries SoCs are now available in their second generation with a TDP of 6 W to
25 W. They integrate the
AMD Radeon R5E/R3E
next-generation graphics
core.

CONTACT
congatec AG
Auwiesenstr. 5
D-94469 Deggendorf
Phone +49(0)991 2700-0
www.congatec.com

MED Materials 3D Printing
Wacker has developed a method that also allows silicone articles to
be produced with 3D printing. A robot deposits tiny droplets from
a nozzle side by side, to build up the article layer by layer.

Building 3D Objects
Layer by Layer
T

he homogeneous objects that are produced have virtually smooth surfaces. The material is biocompatible,
heat resistant and transparent – opening up new industrial applications in medical technology.

Tailor-Made Silicone Parts Will Be Available Soon

With this new technology, silicone joins the ranks of materials
such as thermoplastics, metals and ceramics. They have been
processable by 3D printing for quite a while. 3D printing is a
game-changer, and is inspiring many “makers“ – the current
buzzword for the fans of this technology.
Silicone does not melt through heat by heat in the same way as
thermoplastics or metals do. It cannot simply be applied layer
by layer as a powder, and melted by laser beam to the desired
three-dimensional shape. The experts eventually opted for a
process that they developed in just one year. The result is impressive. It all takes place in a glass case containing the workspace and a robot. The machine is equipped with a nozzle,
which rapidly deposits one droplet of silicone at a time on a
base surface. Not just anywhere, but at exactly the point governed by the computer file with the design software – just like
inkjet printing on paper. The developers couldn’t use an offthe-shelf solution to control the robot. “A key step in the development work was to write a custom program,“ says Florian
Ganz, CEO of enders. Pachaly reckons the work truly paid off:
“It is the first really user-friendly software in this field.“ The
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Silicone rubber consists essentially of silicone polymers and fillers.
Vulcanization with suitable reactants generates a three-dimensional
molecular structure within the silicone polymer.

robot regularly pauses and a UV beam scans over the tiny
drops, which have merged into a fine line. The silicone then
vulcanizes in less than a second in the UV light, crosslinking
the molecules into an elastomeric material. The robot then applies the next layer of silicone droplets. Thanks to the vulcanization, a homogeneous object is formed because, after being
applied, the viscous material immediately bonds to the layers
immediately adjacent to or below it. With impressive speed,
the Wacker logo appears from nowhere. After a good quarter of
an hour, the letters with their distinctive serifs are about a centimeter in height and several millimeters thick. Of course, it
takes longer to produce larger objects. But in the long term,
the developers want to process about 100 grams of silicone
per hour – fast enough for any conceivable application.
Since the structures
generated by the robot are extremely
fine, the precision is
impressive. The silicone strip is about
0.6
millimeters
wide, and only half
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Silicone parts could only be produced by expensive injectionmolding processes. Because of the costs for custom-making the
molds, the process is only worthwhile for large production runs –
not for a single pair of insoles. “Injection molding is the established process for series production, and will remain so,“ says
Dr. Bernd Pachaly, head of silicones research at Wacker Silicones. “But people who design prototypes or only want to make a
few copies of a part can now very rapidly and flexibly produce
such small series, modifying them constantly to meet changing
demands. That is the unique advantage of the process.“

MED Materials 3D Printing
as thick. That makes it possible to produce extremely precise
contours and results in a surface that is almost smooth and is
pleasant to the touch. “The roughness may be even better than
100 micrometers,“ says Pachaly. That is hardly a hair’s
breadth, and significantly smoother than printed thermoplastics. The pieces look almost like injection moldings – you hardly notice that they have been made by additive manufacturing.
To achieve that, Dr. Ernst Selbertinger, a silicone developer,
had to create a formulation that can be dosed as tiny liquid
droplets that immediately remain stationary at the place they
were deposited. “Think of toothpaste – it flows under pressure
as you squeeze it from the tube, but it is firm when on the
brush,“ explains the chemist who will not disclose any details
about the mixture – only that it contains a platinum catalyst that
is responsible for crosslinking the molecules under UV light.
Custom-made silicone respirator masks and hearing aids will
soon be manufactured with 3D printing. And every wearer of
eyeglasses will welcome nose pads that really fit. The optician
will only need to scan the three-dimensional contour of the
nose and read it into a 3D printer, which will then produce a
perfectly fitting pad. In the home, it will be possible to produce baking molds bearing the customer’s name.
Silicone is famously heat resistant. Because it is also valued
for its transparency, the researchers are also devising optical

The new technology operates extremly precise.

applications, such as lenses printed to order. And last but not
least, they also produce individually manufactured insoles for
running shoes. There is a huge market for printed silicone –
the developers are in no doubt about that.
“We have a lot of ideas, and we want to provide our customers
with much more than just silicone for additive manufacturing,“ says Pachaly. That means, a company that wants to
print a product from silicone no longer needs to develop a new
process at huge expense. In the near future, Wacker will be able to take care of the system solution, which means providing a
suitable machine and the appropriate software – and thereby
offering its customers new kinds of services.
Company Profile

We put our HEART and SOUL into testing.

MCD Elektronik
GmbH
Germany
MCD Elektronik GmbH
info@ mcd-elektronik.de
www.mcd-elektronik.com
Phone +49 7231 78405-0
Fax +49 7231 78405-10

MCD Elektronik GmbH is a world’s leading
supplier of measurement and control systems, committed to providing the world’s
most complex testing and automotive technology. Business goals are to continue
achieving accuracy, reliability, adaptability,
and flexibility of the test systems, as well as
promoting the rapid development of modern
testing technology in practical applications.
MCD integrates R&D, sales, production and
service into one, providing customized test
and measurement solutions varying from
FCT, BSCAN and EOLT systems to completely
automated test lines for production for
high-tech enterprises from various industries,
such as the automotive, medical, aerospace
and electronic machinery industries.
The company was founded in 1983. Pioneering for more than 30 years of development
and innovation, MCD has established global
cooperation with many leading OEM’s, Tier 1
and Tier 2 suppliers. It can provide its customers with a diversity of test solutions which
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combine mechanics, electronics and software
fit to meet the customer’s expectations.
Area of Responsibilities:
Project Planning, Construction, Mechanics,
Software, Application, Production, Documentation, Commissioning, Training, Development, Calibration
Customers-Industry
Automotive, (Special) Machine, Plant Engineering, Medical, Defense and Security
Technology, Quality Technology, Household
Appliances, Sensor- and Aircraft Construction
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“Why must medical equipment drown
out the breathing of patients?”
It doesn’t have to! The WhisperValve by Bürkert
can finally silence loud clicking noises. The tiny micro
valve operates almost silently and with high precision.
This makes it ideal for use in the immediate vicinity of
the patient – for example in dialysis machines. This
little powerhouse is absolutely reliable – and is a
quiet achiever. This way doctor and patient can focus
on therapy in peace.
Quiet, lightweight and powerful.
For medical technology, which is close to people.
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WE CREATE MOTION
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efficient, miniature electric motors. Today they even are so small that they can
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that, after a 6.5 billion kilometre trip through space, they can reliably perform
their work on a comet. They are our components for people with visions of
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